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Abstract

Solitude and self have been common topics for discussion and scrutiny by
philosophers, scholars and writers. However, it was not until the turn of the twentieth
century, with women 's enlightenment, that one notices women writers ' interest in
understanding their selves in moments of solitude. Women who were conscious of
drastic social changes often examined their lives and explored their selves in solitude.
Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf represent women writers of their time who
shared a common interest in portraying women 's quests for self in solitude. The
present study shows how the solitary state is a significant precondition for modern
women to reflect on their lives or explore their selves at a time when society was
undergoing drastic changes.
A close study of Katherine Mansfield 's " Frau Brechenmacher Attends a
Wedding" (19 l 0), "Kezia and Tui" (1916), "Prelude" ( 1918), " At the Bay" ( 1922),
and " All Serene! " (1923) shows that Mansfield always offers her women characters
punitive consequences in the endings because of their compromise with their
mundane conditions even though they have gained some sense of the self through
contemplation and meditation. In the case of Virginia Woolf, she situates her women
characters in isolation and contemplation, and often presents her women characters as
active seekers of self through meditation and alienation. Autonomy, authenticity, and
vision define these women 's emerging self in such novels as Night and Day ( 1919),

Orlando ( 1928), and To the Lighthouse ( 1927).
The present study reveals Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf as two
exemplary women writers who examine women in moments of solitude through the
interplay of social and psychological reality. Solitude is a recurrent condition and
theme in their fiction that is often presented in "contrapuntal" manner (Dunbar ix).
The contrast between women 's public and performative existence and their private
and unmasked self characterises the fiction of Mansfield and Woolf, allowing the two
writers to examine patriarchal oppression of women's acquisition of self against the
backdrop of modernity. Mansfield and Woolf's treatment of solitude is particularly
important as it sheds light on their shared views and friendship. Solitude is treated as
a critical state, a condition, a private space, an attitude, or a refuge from
performativity for women in their texts. Yet they have adopted distinct writing
strategies in dealing with the subject owing to their difference in experience and
literary outlook. Mansfield creates heroines who are more practical and modest in
their approach to the subject of self-construction. Woolf creates women characters
who often resort consciously to solitude to challenge and reflect upon gender norms,
gain a better sense of their selves, and deploy various means to attain self-realisation.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Women, Self, and Solitude in Early Twentieth Century

In earl y twentieth-century Britain, there emerged a new trend of writings
that emphasises the interiority of the solitary self. This new trend of writings was
different from the materialistic styles of the Edwardian writers such as H. G.
Wells, Arnold Bennett, and John Galsworthy, who deploy well-constructed and
dramatic plot, as well as solid craftsmanship to depict trivial or unimportant
details of characters, and show adherence to traditional and well-defined genres
(Woolf, "Modern Fiction" 6-8). This new trend was also not the same as the
middlebrow writings, such as those by Elizabeth Bowen, Rose Macaulay, and
Rosamond Lehmann that are defined by their popularity during the interwar
period. The middlebrow writings focus on class, home, gender, family, occasional
" bohemianism" with their " hybrid form" such as a mix of "romance, countryhouse novel , domestic and family narratives," "detective and children 's literature,"
or "the adolescent Bildungsroman" (Humble 2-5). A group of writers such as E. M.
Forster, Lytton Strachey, Vita Sackville-West, and Angelica Garnett occasionally
met in the Bloomsbury area of London where they discussed from an
interdisciplinary perspective the narrative experiments that would mirror the
changed social scene as remnants of the Industrial Revolution (Wolfe 1, 16, 23 , 25 ,
218). This new literary trend arose as a reaction against conventional values and
1
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perspec tives towards " personal " autonomy, '·courtship ,'' "family," " urba n" Ii fe ,
nationalism , imperialism , capitalism, liberalism , religion, and the art (Kern 2) .
It was against such a background that one finds modern women in the early
twentieth century began to reflect on their lives or explore their selves when the
society was undergoing drastic changes. Solitude is a concrete state th at wo men
aspired to at the time not for religious contemplation or spiritual transcendence as
in pre-twentieth century writings, but for an inward look at their "selves," which
were often underdeveloped because of their adherence to patriarchal and gendered
roles, or because of their lack of courage to seek an alternative mode of life
beyond their familial comfort zones. Women 's " selves" were ofte n stigmatised for
their entrapment in immanence, stagnation, immersion, and inauthenticity owing
to women 's reluctance to move away from their stable and sheltered li ves, or their
lack of self-knowledge or their lack of awareness of the ir gendered conditions (de
Beauvoir 84).

Solitude in Literature
Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf represent women writers of the
early twentieth century who were interested in the modern notion of self and dealt
with their common concern about women 's construction of self in solitude in their
writings. It should be noted that this interest in solitude is not a twentieth-century
phenomenon . Throughout the history of Western Europe, theologians, playwrights,
2
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and poets have endorsed and favoured solitude for various reaso ns. For example,
solitude was a choice of behaviour to Seneca, who saw it as a constituent of
pleasure or desire of individuals instead of considering it as a desol ate condition
like the major Athenian philosophers (Dillon 4). Seneca 's view on solitude
anticipated successors such as Amma Syncletica, who considered it is " possible to
be a solitary in one's mind while living in a crowd , and it is possible for one who
is a solitary to live in the crowd of his own thoughts" (Ward 234).
Solitude was also exhibited as an attitude in secular Elizabethan literature.
To cite as examples, solitude appears in plays such as Richard III (1592), The

Spanish Tragedy (1582-1592), and Hamlet (1599-1602) with Hamlet as the "first
hero whose solitariness" reflects the increasingly secularised culture in which
solitude and human activities were starting to gain attention (Dillon xii, 10). ln the
fifteenth century, solitude was associated with mental prayer in the Catholic
context (Healy 597-98). St. Teresa of Avila (1515-1582)'s division of mental
prayer, namely, "infused recollection" or "prayer of transition,' " prayer of quiet,"
"simple union," "ecstatic union," and "transforming union" have been influential
among authors or practitioners (Aumann 205).
In the Romantic period, the idea of solitude took on a new dimension among
the secularists. The Romantic solitary was not necessarily a hermit who resembles
the Medieval monks and nuns living in total, exceptional , and physical solitude in
3

order to seek God, but an individual who was concerned with his interest in
leisured contemplation due to "a general absence of public-spiritedness or faith"
(Dillon xiv). Although th e Romantics acknowledged solitude as inner solace for
people of the gregarious society, solitude was a privilege exclusive to male. It was
ostensibly appropriate for solitude to be associated with male intelligentsia for its
connotation to intellectual disposition and reflective capacity. For example, in The

Table Talk and Omniana, Samuel Taylor Coleridge deem s William Wordsworth as
the man who " has the least femineity [sic.] in his mind," as an "all man," and as a
man who "ought never to have abandoned the contemplative position " because
the contemplative position and aloneness was "exc lusively" "fi tted for him" (4 70 ,

L89).
Solitude, however, is not treated as a religious activity exclusive to the
hermits in William Wordsworth's The Prelude (261 ), but as a ruminative action
taken to stay away from the mob and return to nature for resuming the well-being
and the pleasures of one 's self. This endorsement of so litude by writers and poets

such as Wordsworth has influenced some women writers in the early twentieth
century, who loved to emphasise the needs for solitude.
As John Cowper Powys states in A Philosophy of Solitude, solitude is a
"Premeditated Ecstasy when the self embraces the not-self erotically" (86) and he
draws the views from Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Zhuangzi, Laozi, Epictetus,
4

and Jean-Jacques Rousseau ( I 0 I). He contends that eve ryo ne is capable of
attaining the solitary state, although finding solitude requires a certain degree of
intellect: " A certl:.lin level of intellect it does require, but there 's not a family in the
land without some representative possessed of the sort of intellect of which I am
thinking" (100). He further states that it is crucial to detach oneself from the
"crowd-consciousness," which is the dependency on outward achievements,
power, wealth ( 139), social enjoyment and pleasures (I 00). While the " crowdconsciousness" offers one unhappiness, solitude and nature (91) often bring
happiness (77, 79, 92).
This association of solitude with happiness is reflected in May Sarton's

Journal of a Solitude, which records her living in solitude for a year in New
Hampshire in the hope that her "self-examination would help to change her
[depression]" (206-7). Writing her journal enables Sarton to articulate her
contemplative thoughts during her solitary life on human relationship, on nature,
on literature, and on her inner self. For instance, she sees solitude as "a point of
intense and timeless awareness of the Self, a beginning which initiates totally new
sensitivities and awareness" (158), and in turn " bringing a person deeply in touch
with his own existence and in touch with others in a fundamental sense" (158).
In the eyes of the modernist writers, solitude typifies a negative space that
gives birth to insights, literary experiments, female subjectivity, and a heightened
5

sense of self. Virginia Woolf and Katherine Mansfield 's perception towards
solitude is modern and unique in the sense that they highlight the need and the
importance of solitude to women in a secular context. They appropriate and adapt
the tradition of solitude as a trope in the context of religion and male intellectuals
to their concern for ordinary women's lives at the turn of the twentieth century in
their fiction . Woolf's fiction enunciates women 's need for solitude and wom en's
transformation under solitary reflection. Mansfield 's short stories, on the other
hand, emphasise the instant of enlightenment or self-awakening of women who
have undergone solitary meditation.

Depicting Women's Experience in Fiction
Both Woolf and Mansfield rework the writing strategies of the Edwardian
fiction to faithfully depict women's experience of their time . The key difference
between modernist fiction and the Edwardian fiction lies in the experimentation of
literary devices, while the writings from both periods share some of the innovative
content in relation to women, sexuality, and sex (Miller 8, 14, 21 , 33). With the
rise of the New Woman novel in the late 1890s that focuse s on the rebellious,
middle-class, independent feminist ideal of the New Woman, Edwardian fiction
emphasises women as subjects and women as nove lists. Such is the case in Sarah
Grand 's " A New Sensation" (1899), in which the female protagonist, in her early
thirties, realises her abomination of the drawing-room courtship and politics
6

w hich she refers to as "treachery and intri gue" (231 ), and finds that she needs a
'·new sensation" (232) and a " better self" (234).
Although Edwardian writers were eager to represent such new prototypes of
New Woman, they were Iimited by the technical constraints of Victorian fiction.
Prominent novelists in the Edwardian era include George Moore, George Egerton
(Mary Chavelita Dunne), George Gissing, Sarah Grand , Thomas Hardy, and Mona
Caird. These Edwardian novelists were preoccupied with the urgency to
accommodate the modern , New Woman 's experience in their fiction , yet they
were not keen on renovating the Victorian fictional form due to the "competitive
literary market" (Miller 7) . A look at Edwardian fiction clearly shows not only
"how non-traditional content exerted pressure on traditional forms and
conventions," but also how women 's heightened awareness of their selves or
"feminism functioned as a significant source of pressure in the development of
modernism" (Miller 7).
While Edwardian fiction inherits the Victorian tradition of using thirdperson point-of-view, focusing on social realism, and emphasising the public
sphere, modernist fiction subverts such convention . Writers from the modernist
period after 1910 were eager to engage in formal experimentation of fiction, and
came up with fictional forms that can more effectively reflect the modern
experience that they intended to depict. Modernist writers counter the formal
7

restriction and content limitation of the Edwardian era by focusing on individual
experience. They achieve this by writing short fiction and narrating the
individual 's experience, instead of trying to offer an overarching view of the
epoch as in Victorian fiction. That explains why modernist writers often deploy
first-person point-of-view and narrative techniques that deliver the spontaneity of
human psychology. Different from the Victorian writers and the Edwardian
writers who were interested in the society or the public sphere, modernist writers,
especially women writers, were interested in individual 's experience in the private
sphere, or domestic locales. This shift of emphasis from the outer reality to the
inner reality allows modernist writers to bring the ordinary, obscure women 's
experience under scrutiny.
The results of the World War I and Freudian psychology have prompted
many writers to scrutinise their own lives and experience. Writers switched their
focus from their alienated social reality to their known inner or psychological
world. They highlighted their concerns and tried to account for them in their
writings by interpreting and depicting their experience in literature. They sought
to provide possible or tentative answers, raise critical and relevant questions, and
challenge or question the existing social or moral norms. They also looked for
new forms of expression that would faithfully reflect their experience . Many
experimented on alternative modes of writing and scrutinised relevant themes of
8

their concerns . They ardently looked for writing strategies that accommodate the
complexity of modern lives which traditional forms of Edwardian fiction could
hardly achieve (Woolf, " Modern Fiction" 8-9).
Contrary to Victorian stories that end in love and marriage, modernist stories
no longer end in marriage and that reveals the wish of writers to combat against
idealised notion of marriage and women 's ideals. Shirley Peterson observes, such
an unconventional plot ending with the protagonist remains unmarried represents
"the (battlefield or arena of] conflicting desires and realities which the ' liberated
woman"' confront (107). Stephen Kern sees such a "new narrative [trend] " of
endings with unresolved love as twentieth-century British writers ' effort to "do
justice to life" when they conclude their narrative with " marital uneasiness,
misunderstanding, conflict, betrayal, and uncertainty" (152). This alteration of
plot ending reflects writers' challenge of women's internalisation of social values
and gender norms, which women have long accepted without questioning.
Modernist writers worked on the theme of unity to reflect the collapsing
distinctions between objectivity and subjectivity (Levenson 3; Kern 188). Maren
Tova Linett's analysis attributes such a collapse to "discoveries in the physical
sciences like Albert Einstein's theory of relativity and [the invention of] X rays as
atomic constitution" (8). Writers saw these discoveries and new inventions of their
time as inspirations, and attempted to represent how indiv.duals responded to
9
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socio-cultural c;ianges in their writings . For instance, writers such as Virginia
Woolf aspire to transcend the "transcription of ego," aiming to transcribe the voice
of "everyone and no-one" (Mepham I 07), and to break down the barriers between
individual consciousness and collective consciousness in their writings. The
breakdown may result in the merging of the psyche and the world into a
"collective mental being" (Mepham I 07).
With the passage of time, avant-garde or young writers were keen on
breaking the binary boundaries in literature such as those between social reality
and psychology. For instance, writers such as Virginia Woolf, Edmund Gosse, and
Harold Nicolson (Lee, Biography 73) were interested in portraying the " less
tangible individuality" or the inner lives of characters, as opposed to the recording
of "solid facts" or socio-historical achievements of the subject in traditional
biography (Bowlby, Orlando xxiii). The rise of new womanhood is also another
key element showing women's struggles for socio-political rights as well as their
solitary reflections, which imply the breakdown of a traditional Cartesian mind
(men)/ body (women) divide (Moi, What Is a Woman? 194). British women's
experiences at the turn of the twentieth century were thus closely related to their
shifting relationships with the society, the family, and the self.

It should be noted here that since the late nineteenth century, the New
Woman had emerged as a feminist ideal that promoted socio-political changes in
10

arts and reality (Richardson xxx ii) . The influence of the New Woman persisted
into the early twentieth century as summarised by Angelique Richardson:
The New Woman, an emerging form of emancipated womanhood ,
marked a new departure in femininity : a subject, not an object[ ... ]
New Women took many forms , both in fiction and in fact[ ... they]
were united in their belief in the autonomy of women and in the need
for social and political reform.[ .. . ] they became one of the most
striking features of the late nineteenth century [ ... ] the social and
political resonances embodied by the New Women persisted into the
(xxxiii-xxxiv)

new century [ ... ]

This interest in the representations of the New Women has prompted many writers
to portray women's experiences and voice out their desire for autonomy and
independence in myriad forms . For instance, writers capture full-time mothers and
wives' fragmentary and complex experience in early twentieth century through the
short story form (Haweis 68 ; Perry 249-50).
Early twentieth-century women writers privileged the short story for
practical reasons because their solitary hours were short. Virginia Woolf accounts
for women's choice of it as their medium of writing in A Room of One's Own:
The book has somehow to be adapted to the body, and at a venture one
would say that women's books should be
11

~horter,

more concentrated,

than those of men , and framed so that they do not need long hours of
steady and uninterrupted work. For interruption there will always be.
(I 01)
Women writers and readers often encountered interruption during their writing
and reading, as mentioned above. Short story hence emerged as one of the newly
developed genres that gained prominence at the turn of the twentieth century in
England.
The short story also became the genre for women writers to pose questions
about lives, explore psyche, and discuss female selves. Angelique Richardson
contends:
For women, the short story opened up new opportunities to explore
female subjectivity.[ ... ] it is nonetheless clear that women [in the
early twentieth century] were exploring new spaces, new interiors
which had previously been denied them, as they told their own stories
and, in doing so, constructed themselves. Inconclusive, open-ended,
evasive short stories were a perfect fit for the modern woman, as she
released herself from repressive social codes, and tried out new
identities.

(lxv-lxvi)

The quote shows that the short story is the genre for women writers to re-define
women 's identity and construct female subjectivity. An exemplary text of such is
12

Sarah Grand's " In Search ofa Subject" (1928) , in which she explores how woman
novelist searches for subject of writing. Likewise, Katherine Mansfield in her
"The Advanced Lady" ( 1911) questions the identity of the New Woman in an age
when society underwent complex ideological changes.
Modern women writers found the short story form best fit the portrayal of
their lives and meet their creative purposes with its features of brevity and
arrestment of quotidian moments of awareness (Richardson lxv). Similarly, such
was the case for the salon culture and the confessional writings of women. The
salon culture popular in the early twentieth century was closely related to new
genres of life-writing such as roman

aclef Melissa Boyde defines and explicates

the salon culture's association with early twentieth-century women 's writings:
[A salonniere invites her guests to] the private sanctum of her
bed-sitting room, the chambre bleue, the connections made and
conversations had were on public matters both cultural and political.
[ ... C]ircles of the modernist salons were a pivotal social space where
non-conforming sexual subjectivities were enacted or performed,
relationships formed and broken, artistic ideas proposed.

(148)

The intimate and sociable salon culture allowed women writers such as Hope
Mirrlees and Renee Vivien to disclose women's private and interesting
experiences in their confessional writings such as Mirrlees's Madeleine: One of
13

Love '.r; Jansenists ( 1919) and Vivien 's Poe mes de Renee Vivien (1923).
It is apparent that early twentieth-century women writers responded
consciously to their changing environment, and reinterpreted their socio-familial
and personal experiences by adopting alternative forms of writing such as journal,
diary, and autobiography, which capture women's self-reflective experiences . The
confessional novel, diary and autobiography were popular forms of women's
writings through which women can express themselves fully. As Anthony John
Harding remarks, "the text of a journal somehow comes closer than any more
finished work could to revealing the true inwardness of an author 's un itary,
subjective self" (99) . Vera Brittain 's Testament of Youth ( 1933) is one of the most
representative women's autobiographies in this period, in which women's
struggles in pursuing a career under the backdrop of World War I are in full
display.
This interest in women 's privacy and alienation, and their effect on women's
emerging sense of their individual selves is examined by Wendy Gan in Women,

Privacy and Modernity in Early Twentieth-Century British Writing. As revealed in
her study, early twentieth-century women writers were keen on representing
woman asjldneuse through extending Charles Baudelaire 's theorisation ofjldneur.
These women writers adapted Baudelaire 's view of jldneur to jldneuse as "the
[woman] of the crowd , whose domain is the crowd, and [her] passion is observing,
14

sa untering and being in the crowd" (399-400).
Modernist women writers present women as subjects of citywalking and
highlighted the fascination of the experience for women, who enjoyed urban life.
Deborah L. Parsons describes the conceptualisation ofjldneuse:
[a] female observer corresponding to the social figure of the.fldneur
can be found in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when
women were achieving greater liberation as walkers and observers in
(6)

the public spaces of the city.
It is clear from the above analysis that modernist women writers subverted the

traditional role of women asjldneur's objects of observation by subjectifying
them as jldneuse.
It is interesting to note that these newly "liberated" women also began to

value their private space where they examined their lives and re-positioned their
selves amidst the drastic changes around them. Some women were still unable to
re-define their selves under the drastic socio-cultural transformation, but they at
least got a sense of their emerging self in moments of alienation, isolation,
solitude, or contemplation. For some other women, who were more educated, they
were actively engaged in their quest for selfhood defined not by their social, moral,
or cultural roles. Very often, it was in moments of alienation, reclusion, isolation,
contemplation, or solitude that they had a chance to re-orient themselves, and
15

arrive at a better understanding of their se lves as a result.
Solitude and Self-Awareness
Apart from capturing the changes of society and psychology, writers were
also interested in capturing the fluidity of consciousness (Scott 446) . Influenced
by Sigmund Freud's The Interpretation ofDreams published in 1900, writers were
interested in studying the interrelationship between the subconscious and
unconsciousness in dreams and the consciousness in waking hours. The term,
" stream of consciousness" came into use in 1909 (Hanna 33) when Freud met the
psychologist William James, who coined the term. Subsequently, the " stream of
consciousness" technique was used in May Sinclair 's discussion of the novels of
Dorothy Richardson (444 ). Sinclair states that the technique allows authors to
"[seize] reality alive" and capture the "thought process of the central character,"
which "defies [readers] to distinguish between what is objective and what is
subjective either in the reality presented or the art that presents" (446).
Modernist writers endorse the stream-of-consciousness approach to
emphasise reflexivity in their writings as spiritual growth. The writers highlight
reflection and spiritual growth in order to show how early twentieth-century
dwellers accessed to a sense of ease and searched for meaning with secular means

(A Room of Ones Own 12; Bell 10). Writers often use epiphany to signify this
notion in their fiction, in which "the flows of the moments, occasionally [seem] to
16

achi eve intuitive insights into life 's true quality" (Holmesland 3). And it is such
mo ments of awareness associated closely with ordinariness and everydayness in
earl y twentieth-century British writings (Beja I I 2) that distinguish writings of this
period from others.
One notices that some scholars have attempted to trace the origin of these
"moments of awareness" back to Romantic literature or attribute their prevalence
to the daily and the ordinary nostalgia of writers. For instance, Lorraine Sim cites
William Wordsworth as a source of influence on early twentieth-century British
writings for his reminiscences of childhood and representations of transcendental
memory in literature:
Several of the spots of time discussed in The Prelude describe sublime
encounters with nature during Wordsworth's childhood and youth.
These experiences [ ... ] occupy a central place in memory and have a
redemptive quality and renovating power upon the subject.

(156)

By discerning the "redemptive quality" and "renovating power" of daily moments
of awareness (Sim 156), one may view such critical moments as early twentiethcentury secularists' alternative religion. Sim summarises its significance in early
twentieth-century society:
[The quotidian moments of awareness] involve a mutual apprehension
of the everyday world and a transcendental reality, but which
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ultimately lead to an affirmation and greater understanding of this
( 160)

material world.
The rigid boundary between the transcendental moments in the past and the

ordinary time of the everyday is blurred. These moments and time characterise the
daily and the commonplace context and impart knowledge to the subject about the
present through erratic revelations of truth (Woolf, Moments of Being 72).
As the center falls apart, modernist writers saw that solitary reflection is the
only key to hold the unity of the self. Despite the fact that writers interpreted and
represented moments of awareness differently, they all attempted to achieve unity
of the psyche and the materialistic world in everyday life (Levenson 3). Some
writers saw Freud's theories of the consciousness as important since the theories
suggest that "identity was fluid and changing rather than fixed and permanent"
(Hanna 33). Writers also learnt from Freud's theories that self-knowledge of
individuals is not innate and endowed (Hanna 33).
Such an interest in psychology has led writers to take different perspectives
when looking at individuals and individuality that reflect writers' views on their
social status quo, enunciate their "creative power," and center on their
interpretation of the "self" (Woolf, "Modern Fiction" 10). They began to
experiment on new ways of characterisation, novel plot, and unconventional ways
of ending a story. For instance, "inconclusiveness" (Mepham I 06), unresolved
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endings, and narration in a seemingly unstructured , rambling, and uneventful form
are characteristics of early twentieth-century British writings .

Theoretical Framework and Methodology
The newly translated version of The Second Sex (2009) is consulted because
" Simone de Beauvoir the [existential] philosopher" is reclaimed in the new
rendition (xix). Simone de Beauvoir's ideas are relevant to this study because she
critiques that women are not only the second sex, but also the otherised, lonely
sex (264, 444). She criticises how patriarchy places women in a subordinate
position by seeing women as the "myster[ious ]" Other (268) . Being the Other is
seen as problematic:
[a] degradation of existence into " in-itself', of freedom into facticity;
this fall is a moral fault if the subject consents to it; if this fall is
inflicted upon the subject, it takes the form of frustration and
oppression; in both cases it is an absolute evil.

(16)

She sees being the Other as degrading because it restricts women's possibilities of
living a passionate, sincere, and meaningful life ( 16-17). Being the Other is also
regarded as undesirable as it confines women to a subordinate position that
deprives them of independence and limits their freedom by "freez[ing them] as
object and doom [them] to immanence" (17). To de Beauvoir, being the Other
prohibits women from reaching transcendence, which means to be responsible for
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one 's actions and to be free in the world in the existential sense:

what singularly defines the situation of woman is that being, like all

humans, an autonomous freedom, she discovers and chooses herself in
a world where men force her to assure herself as Other: an attempt is

made to freeze her as an object and doom her to immanence, since her

transcendence wi II be forever transcended by another essential and

.

.

sovereign consc10usness.

(17)

This notion of being the Other with its gender-biased ideology are sometimes
internalised by women themselves so that they are alienated from themselves as a

result. Simone de Beauvoir defines this self-deceptive existential situation of
internalisation or gendering as "bad faith," which means when a woman "refuses
the world and her own destiny at the same time as she accepts them" (369). Being

the Other and having bad faith have entrapped many women in a state of

inauthenticity or in a life without freedom (17).
Simone de Beauvoir's view is relevant to the present study as her notions of

"the Other," "immanence," "bad faith,'' "being-for-itself" or "transcendence,''

"being-in-itself' or treating role self as self, and "being-for-others" or relational,
gendered self allow readers to better understand women's situations in early

twentieth century. That was a time when educated women began to struggle
consciously for freedom or selfhood, to reach a transcendental state, to discover
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the mselves, or to live a full and responsible life. de Beauvoir 's concepts related to
the internalisation of gender norms, limitation of individual 's freedom , and
ex istential ontology are used to analyse women 's journey and potential to attain a
self that they can call their own.
Simone de Beauvoir's view on woman as the subjugated, "second" sex
challenges the essentialist view that women were born with an essence, or self:
These biological data[ . .. ] play an all-important role and are an
essential element of woman 's situation [ .. . ]. Because the body is the
instrument of our hold on the world, the world appears different to us
depending on how it is grasped[ ... ]. But we refuse the idea that they
form a fixed destiny for her. They do not suffice to constitute the basis
for a sexual hierarchy; they do not explain why woman is the Other;
they do not condemn her forever to this subjugated role.

(44)

She refutes the traditional essentialist view that women, as represented by their
"bodies," were born with an essence. It is because de Beauvoir endorses the
central tenet of existentialism-"existence precedes essence" (Sartre 22) by
arguing "[o]ne is not born, but rather becomes, woman" (283). That means
women were born with neither essence, nor self. Instead, they have to develop
their selves. Her study contends that women are socially constructed and shaped
through ramification of social, cultural, and gender norms.
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Judith Butler shares the same non-essentialist view on women as social
construct in Gender Trouble (2006):
When the relevant "culture" that " constructs" gender is understood in
terms of such a law or set of laws, then it seems that gender is as
determined and fixed as it was under the biology-is-destiny
formulation . In such a case, not biology, but culture, becomes destiny.
(l l)

Butler is aware that "culture," instead of "biology," is the critical force that Iim its
and constructs women. She also observes that "persons cannot be signified within
language without the mark of gender" (29-30). Hence, she argues that a person 's
self is constructed through "discursive means" and "corporeal signs," and is
defined and fabricated through gender performance ( 185). Butler asserts that
gender performances are essential in constituting gender attributes, which in turn
become central to the fabrications of a gendered self:
acts and gestures, articulated and enacted desires create the illusion of
an interior and organizing gender core, an illusion discursively
maintained for the purposes of the regulation of sexuality within the
obi igatory frame of reproductive heterosexuality.

(185-86)

The regulatory framework, or in Butler 's term, "norms of cultural intelligibility"
(24) regulate and perpetuate gender notions and gender norms, especially those in
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relation to sex, gender, and sexuality. The repetitions of gender performances
through time result in gendered selves which only shows how social-historical
forces have mu ti lated women's self as " a gendered corporeal ization of time"
(192).
Butler 's view that women internalise gender norms through performance and
possess gendered selves is relevant to the present study for she exposes and accounts
for the fictionality of naturalised and policed gender identity, and reveals the
importance of developing an alternative and " unnatural " self that displaces gender
norms:
The task is not whether to repeat, but how to repeat or, indeed, to
repeat and, through a radical proliferation of gender, to displace the
very gender norms that enable the repetition itself [ ... ]. The task here
is[ ... ] to redescribe those possibilities that already exist, but which
exist within cultural domains designated as culturally unintelligible
and impossible.

(202-3)

Solitude plays a part in reconstituting the self. Antony Storr in his book, Solitude:

A Return to the Self discusses the uses, the enforcement, and the imagination of
solitude with reference to Carl Jung's concepts of " individuation" (193) and
"active imagination" (194 ), and Sigmund Freud's idea of "sublimation" of "sexual
impulse" ( 186). Storr shows the significance of the construction of the individual
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self in relation to solitude and discusses some positive effects of solitude such as
isolation, depression, and bereavement in relation to the creative power: if "a
person with a depressive personality is in any way gifted, he may find that he can
best express his true self in some form of creative work rather than in interaction
with others" (98). That is to say, solitude represents a culturally denied space that
provokes, engages, or fosters women 's contemplation over their Iives or existence
without the need to observe gender norms. Women who repeat inspecting their
ordinary selves or challenging their quotidian gender performance in solitude
undergo a becoming process that insidiously subverts or displaces gender norms
that shape their gendered selves . Hence, solitude can be seen as one of the existing
possibilities that Butler calls for redescription (203) for its conditional offer to
women to evade binarism that prevents women from acquiring a modern sense of
their selves defined by individualism and authenticity.
The deployment of Butler 's theory shows how repetitions of ordinary daily
activities produce the performative, recognised, and gendered self which women
can only evade or unmask in solitude. It is because solitude is the "occasional
discontinuity" that allows women to develop a contingent, free , and authentic self
quite different from the "regulatory" fictional selves they are expected to perform
before spectators (192). Butler proposes the contingencies of authentic selves that
are not performative and do not act within the regulatory and intelligible
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framework of cultural norms ( l 87) as gender is not a natural but only a naturalised
onstitution:
[t]o expose the contingent acts that create the appearance of a
naturalistic necessity, a move which has been a part of cultural critique
at least since Marx, is a task that now takes on the added burden of
showing how the very notion of the subject, intelligible only through
its appearance as gendered, admits of possibilities that have been
forcibly foreclosed by the various reifications of gender that have
constituted its contingent ontologies.

(45-46)

As Butler believes that the shaping process of the self is never-ending, for it is
fluid and dynamic (152), it is possible to explore, open up, and realise the
"possibilities that have been forcibly foreclosed" to women. Solitude is thus not
only a space for women 's contemplation in private, but also a chance for women
to explore the possible self quite different from their daily routine role selves; it is
an intermissive condition that free women from the "various forces that police the
social appearance of gender" (45). Women can create their core self in solitude
and reclaim the "contingent ontologies" that they are denied when they are free
from psycho-sexual expectations.
A close study of mothers, suburban women, married women, androgynous
women, and women artists in the selected texts of Katherine Mansfield and
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Virginia Woolf shows how women take advantage of such moments of isolation ,
alienation, and seclusion to scrutinise their gendered selves, to experience selfawakening, or to examine their socially mundane lives. Solitude represents a
condition, a state, or an attitude through which women reclaim their subjectivity
because women take subject positions when men or engendering company are
absent. Simone de Beauvoir states her views on solitude as contingencies for
women to construct their selves:
[The nineteenth-century Ukrainian-born Russian diarist, painter and
sculptor,] Marie Bashkirtseff closes herself up in fierce solitude: she
refuses to reveal to those around her the hidden self that she considers
to be her real self and that is in fact an imaginary character: she plays
at being a dancer like Tolstoy's Natasha, or a saint like Marie Leneru,
or simply that singular wonder that is herself. There is still an
enormous difference between this heroine and the objective face that
her parents and friends recognize in her.

(352)

It is in solitude that women's "self" that they consider to be their "real self' is
constructed (352). Women's solitary and relational selves become unified in
solitude when their being unites with their being-for-itself. However, the solitary
self is different from the relational self, or being-for-others, and the non-conscious
self, or being-in-itself. It is because there "is still an enormous difference between
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(the solitary self] and the objective face that her parents and friends recognizes in
her' · (352). The "objective face " which de Beauvoir refers to can also be
in terpreted as Butler 's notion of the performative gendered self that women
repeatedly assume before their gendered company, family, and friends.
The contrast between women 's public and performative existence and their
private and unmasked self characterises the fiction of Mansfield and Woolf,
allowing the two writers to examine patriarchal oppression of women 's
acquisition of self under the backdrop of solitude. Such are the cases in Katherine
Mansfield's "Frau Brechenmacher Attends a Wedding," "Prelude," "All Serene!"
and Virginia Woolf's Orlando, and To the Lighthouse . Single women, aristocratic
women, and young girls attempt to construct their authentic selves in solitude by
contemplating on their performative lives and resolving their problems arisen
from the confrontation of their public relational selves and private solitary selves.
These women are able to pursue their interest in self during such private moments
as reflected in Mansfield's "At the Bay," "Kezia and Tui," and Woolf's Night and

Day.
As pointed out by Judith Butler, gender norms often confront women living
in patriarchal society and both men and women internalise gender norms in order
to gain recognition (192). If women refuse to perform in accordance with the
gender norms, they will suffer punitive consequences for their refusal to live up to
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psycho-sexual expectations (190). During the time of post-Industrialisation at the
turn of the early twentieth century, women were aware of the performative nature
of their relational selves and gender roles. Their unhappiness, unfulfillment, and
their sense of inadequacy, however, prompted them to seek solitude as a means or
condition for them to better understand themselves and to search for an authentic
self defined by subjectivity and individuality. Mansfield employs the short story
as a means to capture the moment, to explore how women rebel against gender
norms and voice out the injustice done to them under patriarchal oppression and
prescription of relational roles. Her women characters face punitive consequences,
however, owing to their compromise. They choose to adhere to gender norms
even after they have got a new sense of their selves in solitude. On the other hand,
Woolf highlights the conditions of subordinated women by situating them in
solitary states in order to offer them mental and physical space to examine their
existence and gendered selves that are only possible when women take a break
from their social and familial obligations.
From the above discussion, one sees that de Beauvoir points out how
patriarchy defines women as the Other, thus entrapping them in immanence,
stagnation, immersion, or inauthenticity. Being the Other hinders women from
realising their selves. Butler's view further helps one to understand how daily
gendered activities confine women to gendered selves. It is only in solitude or a
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-o litary state that they are free to explore beyond their confined roles and to
deve lop a self defined by individualism. The above aspects of de Beauvoir and
Butler 's theories will guide the current study that argues that the early twentiethcentury society designated normative roles for women, expecting them to play
ge ndered roles and thus deprived them of their authentic selves. The discussion of
the present study will focus on the subordination of women as the Other and the
ways reflection and contemplation in solitude allow women to construct their
subjectivities and constitute their authentic selves .
The present study will make use of Simone de Beauvoir's existential
ontology (The Second Sex 16-17), and Judith Butler's views on the ways gender
performativity fabricates gender identity in Gender Trouble (2006) to study how
the five selected short stories of Katherine Mansfield, namely, "Frau
Brechenmacher Attends a Wedding" (1910), "Kezia and Tui" (1916), "Prelude"
(1918), "At the Bay" (1922), and "All Serene!" (1923) show that Mansfield
always offers her women characters punitive results in the endings owing to their
compromise with their mundane situations even though they have gained some
sense of the self in contemplation and meditation.
As for Virginia Woolf, she posits her women characters in isolation and
contemplation, and always represents her women characters as ardent questers of
self through meditation and alienation. These women's emerging self is
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independent, authentic, and visionary as seen in Night and Day ( 1919), Orlando
(1928), and To the Lighthouse (l 927). Mansfield and Woolf's understanding of
solitude is critical because it elucidates their shared modernist agenda and literary
experimentation. However, the two writers have adopted contrastive writing
strategies in treating the subject of self and solitude because of their difference in
experience and disposition.

Solitude in the Writings of Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf
Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf are two exemplary women writers
who examine women in moments of solitude through the interplay of social and
psychological reality. They are chosen because solitude is a recurrent condition
and theme in their fiction that is often presented in "contrapuntal" manner
(Dunbar ix). That is to say, Mansfield's treatment of solitude is contrastive but
parallel to Woolf's. Mansfield always offers her women characters "punitive"
consequences in the endings because of their compromise with their mundane
conditions even though they have gained some sense of the self in contemplation
and meditation (Showalter 246). Woolf situates her women characters in isolation
and contemplation , and often presents her women characters as active seekers of
self through meditation and alienation.
Both Mansfield and Woolf were concerned with women's understanding of
self in solitude. They map the experience of early twentieth-century women by
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presenting a spectrum of women characters who come to a better understanding of
their selves with different attributes in myriad forms of solitude. For instance,
Mansfield shows how mature mothers, suburban women , single women, young
married women, and young girls confront their emerging selves in her fiction .
Five short stories of Mansfield , namely, " Frau Brechenmacher Attends a Wedding"
( 1910), "Kezia and Tui" ( 1916) , "Prelude" ( l 918) , "At the Bay" (l 922), and "All
Serene!" (1923) are selected to illustrate Mansfield 's understanding of women's
struggles against their relational selves and their emergent individual selves
during their solitary moments. These five short stories cover through Mansfield's
adult writing career from 1910 to the year she died. They show her life-long
interest in the dynamics between women, solitude, and self. In the case of Woolf,
she explores and examines the ways aristocratic women, androgynous women,
and women artists struggle to develop a self quite different from their
performative selves in public. Autonomy, authenticity, and vision define these
women's newly developed selves in three novels, namely, Night and Day (l 919),

Orlando (1928), and To the Lighthouse (1927). These novels are chosen because
women and solitude were part of Woolf's agenda in her writings. Their
publication periods in the 1910s and 1920s are of special significance in the
current project because solitude and self were foci of Woolf during this period.
Other novels of Woolf do not focus on and deal with women and solitude as
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thorough as she did in these three novels.
This study will analyse the foresaid eight texts that emphasise the
transformative or transcendental experience of a spectrum of women. T he analysis
will place special attention on how th ese women gain self-knowledge in isolation,
alienation, reclusion , or seclusion, and will highlight women 's struggles against
their confining socio-political environment. Mansfield and Woolf's treatment of
solitude is particularly important as it sheds light on their shared views, friendship
and rivalry. Yet they have adopted distinct writing strategies in dealing with the
subject owing to their difference in experience and literary outlook.
It is clear from these two writers ' works that solitude is an essential state for
modern women to contemplate and construct their selves, allowing them to reflect
upon the socio-cultural norms that lead to their gender performativity, to borrow
Judith Butler's term . Solitude is also crucial for women in the early twentieth
century in their quest for happiness, love and a life of their own because it
represents a private space where women were free to think or do things as they
wish.

Literature Review
Studies on Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf have shown that
Mansfield and Woolf did influence each other while they engaged in creative
writing. Angela Smith's Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf: A Public of Two
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i a detailed comparative study of the affinity between the two writers ' works with
refe rence to their letters and diaries. Nora Sellei, on the other hand, has taken a
fe minist and poststructuralist point of view in reconsidering the literary bond
between Mansfield and Woolf in Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf: A

Personal and Professional Bond. She sees their personal disagreement having its
cause from their divergent views towards "feminine writing" and their different
psychological development (14 7).

In recent years, literary scholars such as Anna Snaith have focused on the
treatment of loneliness, privacy, and spatial space of women in Mansfield or
Woolf's works . They often register the loneliness of the characters caused by
uncertainty towards the exteriority and difficulties of human connections (Cox
332). They attempt to revive privacy as a subject of concern by seeing it from the
modern perspective and present it in the form of spatial privacy and physical
privacy instead of taking the nineteenth-century view of internal spaces of
silences (Spacks 309). Wendy Gan, for example, explores the ambivalent
experience of early twentieth-century middle-class women in quest of private,
spatial space in her book Women, Privacy and Modernity in Early Twentieth-

Century British Writing in 2009. In the same year, Gan published an article
entitled "Solitude and Community: Virginia Woolf, Spatial Privacy and A Room of

Ones Own" in which she discusses spatial awareness and privacy in relation to
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different rooms of the house with the perspective of Woolf in her essays.
fn 20 l 0, Maurizio Ascari wrote the article, "Katherine Mansfield and the
Gardens of the Soul ," in which she highlights the epiphanic moment of the
alienated women characters in Mansfield's "fn the Botanical Gardens" (40) and
compares Mansfield's work with other modernist writers' works such as Virginia
Woolf's short story, "Kew Gardens." Ascari suggests that "it was Mansfield who
advised her friend Woolf to deal with the" representation of consciousness by
using the model of the garden as "a metaphor of the psyche" (46-4 7), when Ascari
refers to a letter now lost but included in The Collected Letters of Katherine

Mansfield Vol. I (327-28). In 2011, Gerardo Rodriguez-Salas and Isabel Marfa
Andres-Cuevas presented a new study, The Aesthetic Construction of the Female

Grotesque in Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf, in which Mikhail Bakhtin's
view of the "carnival and the grotesque" is used to explore the Edwardian
society's subordination of individual freedom (113).
Studies on Woolf and alienation, loneliness, privacy, and solitude are
relatively scarce. Among existing studies, Edward Engelberg's Solitude and Its

Ambiguities in Modernist Fiction is the most relevant study to the present project
because it aims at studying the "problematic of solitude, specifically its
ambiguities" (16). Engelberg's study examines six modernist novels, namely,
Daniel Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, Virginia Woolf's To the Lighthouse, Thomas
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_ la nn· s The Magic Mountain, Jean-Paul Sartre's Nausea , A lbert Camus 's The

Srranger, and Samuel Beckett 's trilogy- Molloy, Malone Dies, and The
u·nnamable. H.e places solitude in the hi storical context, and highlights that "each
[modernist writer] has provided a distinctive emphasis" in their treatment of
so litude with accuracy and individuality (9). But their unique treatment of solitude
has "often been neglected " by the "repetition of th e motif," which in turn has
turned the subject of solitude into a monolithic " cliche" (9). Engelberg presents a
pessimistic reading of To the Lighthouse with reference to the notion of " modern
island" (13) and the '"dark side'" of solitude (11 ), which means the " urgent desire
to move more to the light of human connection" (11 ). He argues that the verbal
difficulties or solitary inclination have rendered the characters in To the

Lighthouse "the same island replicated in personal islands of their own making"
( 17).
Woolf's studies in the 1970s and 1980s tend to focus on "feminist and
gender criticism and theory," as pinpointed by Laura Marcus (142). A
considerable number of feminist studies have been done on Woolf, and Naomi
Black's Virginia Woolf as Feminist is one that justifies and reclaims the
significance of The Three Guineas by contextualising its writing process and
explicating its reception in light of Woolf's psychology and sexuality (51, 146).
With reference to Woolf's The Three Guineas, Black explores Woolf's feminist
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views and discusses Women 's Movement in relation to Woolf's publications such
as A Room of One '.s Own and Orlando.
Woolfian scholarship in the 1980s " coincided with the explosion of theory
in literary studies," and Woolf's To the Lighthouse,

Jacob~·

Room , Mrs Dalloway,

The Waves, Orlando , and critical essays were often discussed in relation to
feminism , postmodernism, deconstruction and psychoanalysis (Goldman , The

Cambridge Introduction to Virginia Woolf 132-33). Some critics apply Tori I Moi's
feminist view in Sexual/ Textual Politics: Feminist Literary Theory to the study of
Woolf's works. For example, Rachel Bowlby's Feminist Destinations and Further

Essays on Virginia Woolf is a collection of essays that aims to study Woolf's
whole range of novels and key essays with the French feminist theoretical
criticism of the 1980s (vi).
Woolfian critics continue their attempts to better understand Woolf's novels
from the point of views of gender, feminism, and ethics. Eileen Barrett and
Patricia Cramer 's Virginia Woolf: Lesbian Readings is a collection of essays that
takes the perspective of Lesbian and Queer Studies in the study of Woolf's To the

Lighthouse, Orlando, Mrs Dalloway, The Waves, The Years, The Voyage Out, and
"Slater's Pins Have No Points." Barrett and Cramer include essays that trace
Woolf's relations to Charlotte Bronte, Violet Dickinson, Elizabeth Gaskell,
Katherine Mansfield, and Gertrude Stein. Barrett and Cramer edited the book with
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rh e view and vision that it could " reclaim the varied styles and manners not only
of lesbian writing but also of lesbian life" (9).
In recent yec;irs, Woolf scholars have been interested in studying the
re lationship between Woolf's experiences and her manuscripts. Critics are
interested in studying Woolf's work in relation to Victorianism. They are also
interested in discussing some of Woolf's less-examined characters, notions and
works. Elizabeth Wright's essay on the performance of Woolf's play, Freshwater:

A Comedy in Bloomsbury (77) and Nicky Platt's examination of Freudian ism in
Woolf's manuscript of Between the Acts, Pointz Hall (155) are new attempts to
enrich the established Woolf scholarship.
In the case of Katherine Mansfield, despite the continuously thriving
scholarship on her work, discussions on three of the stories by Mansfield included
in the present study are scattered and scarce. Gerardo Rodriguez-Salas and Isabel
Marfa Andres-Cuevas published The Aesthetic Construction of the Female

Grotesque in Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf: A Study of the Interplay of
Life and Literature in 20 l l. Rodriguez-Salas and Andres-Cuevas are two of the
few critics who scrutinise "Frau Brechenmacher Attends a Wedding" (1910) in
light of female grotesque and maternity by comparing Julia Kristeva's notion of
the Biblical woman with the characterisation of Frau Brechenmacher (37-38).
For "All Serene!" (1923), Patrick D. Morrow is one of the few critics who
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study the short story and criticise the protagonist, Mona for ''not ever really seeing
her true ' self"' ( 110). Morrow further criticises Mona for her complacency of
equating her self with her gendered role as he remarks, " Mona has willingly given
in to the role she requires of herself' (110).
"Kezia and Tui " (1916) is Mansfield's story from The Scrapbook of

Katherine Mansfield first published in 1937. The short story is not anthologised in
Antony Alpers 's anthology The Stories of Katherine Mansfield (1984), but
appeared in New Zealand Stories (1997). However, Jacqueline Bardolph discusses
the gendered domestic setting of "Kezia and Tui" and compares it with "Sun and
Moon" (1920) in her essay "The French Connection: Bandai." Bardolph
highlights the "pink sateen bows" ofTui's room (166) and Kezia 's " big house"
(167), and pinpoints their implications of the "the tyranny of patriarchal order,"
"the necessity of fertility and production of males" that Kezia wants to evade
when she grows up (167).
Among the selected short stories of Mansfield in the present study, "Prelude"
(1918) and "At the Bay" (l 922) are the ones that enable critics to study them from
different perspectives. In 2011, Miroslawa Kubasiewizc adopts the theoretical
framework of Martin Heidegger and Jean-Paul Sartre to examine the authentic
existence of Mansfield characters (53-54 ). Her article "Authentic Existence and
the Characters of Katherine Mansfield" is one of the studies that is relevant to the
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present study. Kubasiewizc analyses the women characters with the existential
fra mework that is associated with "alienation, dread of death , or the search for
freedom and authenticity" (53) . Kubasiewizc examines six Mansfield stories,
namely, "At the Bay," "Prelude," "Je Ne Parle Pas Franc;ais," "Bliss," "Millie,"
and "The Daughters of the Late Colonel " (53). She finds that it is "difficult to
define authenticity objectively as it is a process of becoming, which varies from
person to person" (60). Nevertheless, she attempts to pin down the meaning of
authentic existence by defining it as "the acceptance of one's finitude or death"
(60). She analyses the mature characters in Mansfield 's stories, namely, Mrs
Fairfield and Linda in "At the Bay" and "Prelude" with such a view in mind
(60-61). Kubasiewizc also realises that the process of "discovering a real self' is a
"solitary quest." However, it does not mean isolation but meaningful relationships
with others that perceive others as "individuals" instead of "entities" (61 ).
Heather Murry's Double Lives: Women in the Stories of Katherine

Mansfield highlights the doubleness and otherness in the lives of Mansfield and
her characters. Murry suggests that Mansfield can be interpreted as the double or
the other of her characters. The double selves of Mansfield are also highlighted by
critics like Cherry Hankin in Katherine Mansfield and Her Confessional Stories.
Hankin suggests that Mansfield lives double lives by showing her "outer" social
self in daytime and revealing her inner, private self at night when she dwells on
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'"the realm of the unconscious" (I 0).
There are also critics such as Janet Wilson , Gerri Kimber, and Susan Reid
who are interested in studying Mansfield's sexuality and its relation to her fiction ,
her mastery of the short story writing techniques, her treatment of the self, and her
bond with Virginia Woolf and her husband, John Middleton Murry. Sydney Janet
Kaplan, for instance, has touched on all the topics above in Katherine Mansfield

and the Origins of Modernist Fiction.
Throughout the years, Mansfield and Modernism continue to draw critics '
attention. Andrew Thacker explicates the role of advertisements in the visual and
verbal culture of modernist " little magazines" by focusing on the design of

Rhythm, the magazine that Mansfield and John Middleton Murry edited from 1911
to 1913 . Thacker 's essay demonstrates the intricate interplay between art and
commercial culture that ran through the modernist period as noticed most acutely
in modernist magazines (4).
Furthermore, Mansfield 's relationships with British modernist writers,
especially D. H. Lawrence, continue to appeal to critics who study their
interchange of ideas and influences. Sydney Janet Kaplan, for example,
reconsiders John Middleton Murry's role as a circulator of ideas in the
development of British literary Modernism in Circulating Genius: John Middleton

Murry, Katherine Mansfield and D. H Lawrence in 20 l 0 (2). Kaplan draws on
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Murry 's unpublished journals and long-forgotten novel s, particularly Still Life
( 1916) and The Things We Are ( 1922) and reads them along with the fiction of
Lawrence and Mansfield (40, 137). Kaplan deploys Lawrence 's Sons and Lovers
( I 913 ), Women in Love ( 1920), Aaron~· Rod ( 1922), and four stories from The

Wo man Who Rode Away and Other Stories ( 1928) in the study. She also examines
the genealogy of Modernism, explores the influence of literary coteries, and
explicates the marketing of Modernism with reference to Mansfield 's short stories.
" Bliss" (57-64), "Je Ne Parle Pas Fran9ais" (1917) (77-84), and "The Man
without a Temperament" ( 1921) (128-30) are some of the stories that Kaplan
employs in her study. These studies are more on the literary trend, form or
relationship between Mansfield and her contemporaries, and not on character's
inner lives or on their psychological or physical state.
Mansfield 's association with the arts, particularly painting, music and
choreography are also of interest to many critics. Sun Choi Young registers
Mansfield's "painterly" style of writing in her essay, '"All Glittering with Broken
Light': Katherine Mansfield and Impressionism." Young justifies the affinities
between urban Modernism and Mansfield's Impressionist aesthetics, technical
innovation, and thematic concerns by referring to "Bank Holiday" (1922),
" Pictures" (1919), "Life of Ma Parker" (1921 ), and "The Tiredness of Rosabel"
(1918)(67, 74, 77).
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Delia da Sousa Correa highlights the importance of affect as a notion of
performative language and argues for its significance in Mansfield 's writing. Da
Sousa Correa studies Mansfield's "Mr. Reginald Peacock's Day" (l 920), "Her
First Ball" (1922), " The Singing Lesson" (1922), and "Miss Brill" (1922) in
relation to "musical performance" and " performativity" (21 ).
In summary, there are relatively few studies on Katherine Mansfield or
Virginia Woolf's examination of loneliness, alienation, privacy, or solitude in
relation to women 's self in modernist fiction. Studies on the friendship between
Mansfield and Woolf have also not explicated their treatment of women's
construction of self in solitude with reference to their mutual influence and
literary experimentation. Hence the present study aims to fill these knowledge
gaps by arguing that solitude is a significant precondition for early twentiethcentury women to reflect on their experience or explore their selves at a time
when the society was undergoing vicissitudes.

The Significance of the Project
Despite the abundant studies on Mansfield and Woolf, critics seldom
address the interrelationship or influences between Mansfield and Woolf and their
interest in women's self-awakening, self-preservation, and quest for selfhood in
the context of solitude. The aim of this project is to fill this significant thematic
gap by studying how the solitary state in its myriad manifested forms is a
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- ignificant precondition for modern women to reflect on or re-examine their
-e Ives at a time when society was undergoing drastic changes. The result of such
an inward searcb for self has inevitably led to the assertion of female subjectivity
and the reshaping of the female self. This study will examine early twentiethcentury women's anxiety, preoccupation, and desire for the realisation of their
se lves, as opposed to the performative socio-familial selves in the context of
so litude. The focus will be on the search and shaping of female selves, which take
on new dimensions quite different from the religious and spiritual state of being
that were emphasised in pre-twentieth-century writings. This project will examine
at the same time those confining socio-cultural conditions that tend to marginalise
and subordinate women, thus forcing them to see and seek solitude as a necessary
state for self-preservation and self-realisation.
So far very few critics of Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf have
addressed the significance of solitude as a major feature of the two writers' writings .
By discussing women and solitude in Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf's
works with reference to their correspondence, this project aims to examine the
following issues closely:
1)

The socio-historical background that contributed to the interest in women's
self and solitude in modernist writings;

2)

The problems faced by women in the early twentieth century, especially those
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influenced by "the first wave of feminism" (Pulkkinen 85), which led them to
resort to solitude, to reflect upon their quotidian experiences, and to re3)

examine their positions or roles in the family or society as reflected in the
selected works of Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf;

4)

The ways women cope with those problems;

5)

The reasons for Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf to write about
women in solitude;

6)

The treatment of women in solitude in their writings;

7)

The writing strategies, techniques and concerns of Katherine Mansfield and
Virginia Woolf as modernist women writers; and

8)

The different ways of treating solitude between the two writers and their
predecessors.

By using the eight selected texts written by Katherine Mansfield and Virginia
Woolf as case studies, this project aims at finding out:
1)

How Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf present twentieth-century
women's awareness of their entrapment, finding themselves caught in their
social roles defined by gender norms so that they were forced to re-examine
their role selves and their desire for inner or authentic selves in solitude;

2)

Why women characters in Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf's texts
sought solitude, seeing it as a state for self-reflection, contemplation,
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meditati on, soul-searchin g, probl em-so lving, and refu ge from the ir mundane
social life ;
3)

How solitude facilitates women 's contemplation upon self and the birth of
female subjectivity;

4)

How the two writers differ in terms of content, themes, techniques, writing
strategies and view in dealing with women in solitude; and

5)

How Mansfield and Woolf present solitude in the ir writings .

Chapter Summary
Chapter One examines solitude in its various forms as attitude, as concept,
and as choice of behavior as seen from the interpretations by theologians,
playwrights, and poets in the history of Western E urope. This chapter highlights
the new dimension of solitude in the earl y twentieth century with reference to
contents, forms , themes, writing strategies, and special literary devices of
modernist writings. Emphasis is on early twentieth-century women's writings and
their relation to women, self, and solitude. Such special features of modernist
women's writings are the basis for later discussion of the importance of solitude
as a precondition for women 's construction of authentic selves . The chapter
includes the justification of texts for this study and discusses existing scholarship
on Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf. The chapter also states the
significance and major research questions of this proj ect alongside the theoretical
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framework that this study deploys.
Chapter Two looks at the notion of solitude and female self, and expounds
their relation and significance to women of the early twentieth century and female
representations in the selected works of Katherine Mansfield. The discussion then
follows with an account for the ways solitude was understood by Mansfield, who
explores it in relation to the female self. The chapter shows the significance of
solitude and female self by using selected short stories of Katherine Mansfield,
namely, "Frau Brechenmacher Attends a Wedding" ( 1910), " Kezia and Tui"

(1916), "Prelude" (1918), "At the Bay" (1922) and "A 11 Serene!" (1923 ).
Chapter Three explicates the causes, the means and the results of women's
epiphanies and their construction of self achieved through reclusion, alienation,
and isolation. Using Virginia Woolf's Night and Day ( l 919), Orlando (1928), and

To the Lighthouse (1927) as illustrations, Woolf's concerns, attitudes, and
treatment of women's construction of selves in solitude are closely studied. The
emphasis is on those issues that women reflect on during their contemplation in
solitude and the actions they subsequently take to construct their authentic selves.
The epiphanic nature of the Woolfian "moments of being" is highlighted to reveal
Woolf's unique treatment of the self, which is attained, developed, or comes into
being in solitude.
Chapter Four examines Mansfield and Woolf's treatment of solitude as
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women 's precondition for developing their authentic selves. The examination
shows how Mansfield and Woolf's acquaintance has resulted in their shared
interest in the topic and how they have experimented with different narrative
modes, namely, fiction form and short story narrative in exp loring the topic. The
discussion also demonstrates how Mansfield and Woolf's friendship accounts for
their adoption of specific Iiterary devices and writing strategies in their
presentation of solitude and portrayal of women's quest for self in solitude.
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Chapter Two
Solitude and the Female Self in Selected Texts of Katherine Mansfield
Mansfield and Woolf were not the only ones interested in solitude for its
sanctuarised attributes and individualistic implications. Early twentieth-century
women perceived quotidian solitude as a condition through which their being
could relate better to their inner selves: " What differentiates solitude from any
similar state is its predominant associative connotation with gratifying peace" and
"a rewarding sense of well being" (Engelberg 8). That is to say, solitude has often
been regarded as a "personal space for pleasure and creative self-indulgence"
(Engelberg 7). It is a consoling agent and a favourable condition to nurture
creativity and pleasure from many modernist writers' point of view; it also
represents a space of comfort and ease for women in the early twentieth centurya space that allows them to be away from all forms of familial, social or cultural
demands and obligations for gender performance.
Women of the early twentieth century often sought solitary moments when
they could contemplate on their personal lives. Such moments offer an exclusive
mental space or physical space for women to dream, sort out problems, or
meditate on their lives in private without external disturbances. And it is often in
solitude that women put aside their various performative roles, social identities, or
collective selves to take an inward look at themselves, their lives, and their
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relationships with others. Solitary mom ents may a lso offer exclusive and private
sanctum to shelter women from problems arisen from their social lives (Wear xii).
These problems may include, but not limited to, unfulfilling domestic lives,
oppression by patriarchal figures in the famil y, confrontation with different peer
values, self-doubt, refusal to accept one 's unloving marriage , or yearning and
questing for happiness in life.
Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf were among the early few women
writers who make a distinguished pair and share strong resemblances in terms of
writing techniques and concerns pertaining to the shaping of the female self in
solitude during a time when England underwent drastic changes. The two writers
present different forms of solitude, which include, but not limited to, reclusion,
isolation, alienation, and contemplation. In order to defy the existential norm that
transcendence is the privilege of men, Mansfield and Woolf depict and present
different kinds of women such as mothers, married women, suburban women,
single women, little girls, aristocratic women, androgynous women, and women
artists engaged in different forms of solitude so that women can examine their
lives and role selves, redefine their relationship with others, seek meaning in life,
or understand their selves, their problems, their frustrations , their aspirations, their
hopes, and their dreams. Mansfield and Woolf create works that map the trajectory
of women who begin to realise their subconscious desire for freedom, happiness,
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and independence in a society transiting from traditionality to modernity.

Katherine Mansfield and Women with Many Faces
Mansfield's scrutiny of women in public and private settings shows her
belief in women's multiple role selves and performative roles. She had "a very
early experience of multiplicity" (Kaplan, Katherine Mansfield and the Origins of

Modernist Fiction 169) and regarded multiple selves as women's masks for
diurnal routine or performative occasions. Her representation of women with
multiple selves highlights the doubleness and performativity of many women in
early twentieth century (Lee, Virginia Woolf387-88)-women who lived under
the fa<;:ade of cosy and uneventful domestic lives . She portrays women with
double selves, false selves, or performative selves, and expresses her concern over
many women's lack of authentic selves that they can call their own. [n her texts,
Mansfield focuses on those women , who suffer from the tension between the need
for conforming to traditional gender roles or assuming being-for-others, resulting
in bad faith and an uneventful domestic life on the one hand, and their aspiration
for a life of audacity and nihilation of being-in-itself on the other. She is one of
the writers alongside Virginia Woolf who was concerned with solitude, but her
approach differs from her male counterparts such as William Wordsworth.
Aligning with other women writers of her time, Mansfield approaches the
topic of women's solitude by accentuating its importance in the shaping of the

so

fe male self. She delineates middle-class, intellectual women who are capable of
growth and self-reflective-women who actively seek moments of solitude that
a llow them to review their selves in relation to their family, friends, and
themselves, the meaning of their existence, and their inner yearning for love,
happiness, or fulfillment. Mansfield specifically underscores these women's sense
of lack or inadequacy that they are not aware of when they are performing their
diurnal routines. In her texts, she depicts how these women who are expected to
play multiple roles in their daily lives become women with self-awareness and
aspiration, yearning for something more than a humdrum domestic life.
In the selected texts mentioned earlier, Mansfield explores how women
struggle to escape from their being-for-others in order to become their being-for
-itself characterised by individualism, integrity, autonomy, fulfillment, and
freedom. For instance, a mother aspires to live a life of her own and refuses to
impress others in "Frau Brechenmacher Attends a Wedding" (1910) and a
daughter resolves to find her own space and self instead of conforming to social
and gender norms in "Kezia and Tui" (1916). Mansfield also characterises a
nubile woman who struggles between her false selves and her true self in "Prelude"
(1918) and "At the Bay" (1922). She depicts the despondency of a wife who
dreams of having a blissful marriage and having a self of her own but finds herself
caught in a marriage with pervasive falsehood and performativity in "All Serene!"
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( 1923). In the selected texts, Mansfield portrays women who are non-conforming
or transgressive. They have all chosen to reflect upon their relationships and lives
in solitude. Solitude is presented as moments, space, attitude or choice that allows
the female protagonists to gain better self-knowledge or better insights about life
in general. They all emerge as new beings with a heightened sense of
consciousness as a result although they choose to return to their domestic Iives
after their glimpse of their inner selves in such solitary circumstances.

A Mother Reflecting on Woman as the Other in "Frau Brechenmacher
Attends a Wedding" (1910)
In "Frau Brechenmacher Attends a Wedding," the protagonist, Frau
Brechenmacher's relational self is emphasised at the beginning. Mansfield
highlights the ennui and social mundanity of the wedding and focuses on the brief
moments of solitude after the wedding that prompts Frau to contemplate on the
meaning of her life characterised by servitude, domesticity, and mundane
sociabi Iity:
Getting ready was a terrible business. [ ... ]
"Now, then, where are my clothes?" cried Herr Brechenmacher
[ ... ]
"Here they are-all ready for you on the table, and some warm
water in the tin basin. Dip your head in. Rosa, give your father the
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towel. Eve rything read y except the trousers. I have n' t had time to
shorten them. You must tuck the ends into your boots until we get
there." ·

(The Collected Stories of Katherine Mansfield 704-5)

Frau is a hectic mother of five children, living a life full of domestic chores and
socio-moral responsibilities . Her time is spent on taking care of her family such as
packing "four of the five babies to bed," arran ging her eldest daughter to " polish
the buttons of" her husband 's uniform , and lecturing her children not to stay up
"later than half-past eight" (704). Frau is fully submitted to her role as a caring
mother, being-for-others, or being-in-itself, whose relational self and performative
role constitute her entire being. Frau's gendered self substantiates de Beauvoir 's
observation that "the whole organism of the female is adapted to and determined
by the servitude of maternity" (35) . Frau's routine also shows the way housework
and motherhood entrap her in a life of "repetition and immanence; day after day,"
which "produces nothing new" (de Beauvoir 73).
Mansfield also emphasises Frau's immanence as a dutiful wife. She is used
to seeing to her husband's needs and flattering him. For instance, when both Frau
and her husband, Herr are getting changed for the wedding, Frau complies with
her husband's request to dress in the dark passage as he "want[s] the light" (705).
It is also stressed that Frau is used to and indifferent to such humiliating treatment,

which means " nothing to" her (705) as she swiftly dresses in the dark passage.
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From these incidents, one sees that she is subordinative, se rvile, and docile before
her husband . This is a good example that substantiates what de Beauvoir says in

The Second Sex that "the Other is posited as Other by the One positing itself as
One" (7) . Frau performs her role as a dutiful wife by keeping her husband
presentable and confident:
Frau Brechenmacher [ ... ]ran over [Herr Brechenmacher 's] best
shirt with a hot iron, polished his boots, and put a stitch or two into his
black satin necktie [ ... ] " Here, come and fasten th is buckle," cal led
Herr [ ... ] "How do I look?"
" Wonderful," replied the little Frau[ ... ]

(The Collected Stories of Katherine Mansfield 704-5)
The subservient, " little" Frau internalises gender norms and plays her role as the
Other by serving as a complimentary subordinate to her husband.
Frau not only possesses relational roles or being-for-others as mother and
wife, but she also performs as a doll-wife at the wedding, which appears to be a
derogatory farce of marriage to her (708). For example, despite her ill-mannered
husband, who "jostl[ es] her against the banisters in his efforts to get ahead of
everybody else," Frau has to assume "the air of dignity becoming to the wife of a
postman and the mother of five children" (emphasis added) (706) . The word
"becoming" illustrates Mansfield's effort to highlight Frau 's being-in-itself as wife
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and mother as she equates her role selves to her being through internaliastion of
gender norms or bad faith. What one sees in this incident is her awareness of her
role identity and effort to perform her duties and role well in public.
What is more, although Frau feels humiliated when other guests tell her that
her "skirt is open at the back" and everyone is laughing at her (707), Herr
continues to ignore Frau by "drinking far too much" and goes on delivering a
speech that makes everyone except Frau, laugh (709). It is clear from the above
instance that Frau thinks differently from the insolent guests and her husband at
the wedding. For Frau, marriage is a serious, sacred, and solemn matter and not a
farce. The messy wedding guests make Frau feel "strange" and alienated:
She stared around at the laughing faces, and suddenly they all seemed
strange to her. She wanted to go home and never come out again. [ ... ]
more people than there were in the room even-all laughing at her
because they were so much stronger than she was.

(709-10)

She is mortified as she realises that her perception towards marriage is radically
different from everyone around her, who merely treats marriage as a farce instead
of a meaningful relationship.
The messy crowd and the wedding prompt Frau to wonder about the
meaning of marriage, of her existence, of her own worth, and of life:
A cold rush of wind blew her hood from her face, and suddenly she
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remembered how th ey had come home together the first night. Now
they had five babies and twice as much money; but
(710)

"Na, what is it all for? "

The journey home "in silence" after the wedding provides a moment, a chance for
her to reflect upon her married life up to that point (710). Frau begins to realise in
these se lf-reflective moments that she does not need to concur with the insolent
wedding guests, to be an attentive mother, or to be a compliant wife such as
preoccupying herself with domesticities most of the time:
She had not been out of the house for weeks past, and the day had so
flurried her that she felt muddled and stupid- felt that Rosa had
pushed her out of the house and her man was running away from her.
(705)
Frau's immanence, characterised by stagnation, immersion, and inauthenticity, is
the focus here as she "fe lt muddled and stupid" after spending her whole day on
domestic chores. On the contrary, in those moments of contemplation while she
"stumbled after [Herr] ," (710) Frau examines her performative selves, her
situation in Iife, and marriage. Her journey home is also presented as a journey of
self-discovery as Frau becomes more conscious of her being-for-itself and
condition. She is transformed as a result as she comes to have a better
understanding of her self defined not by duty but by self-knowledge and freedom
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of seeking transcendence. She comes to see that she has los t her " innocent" se lf
after marriage:
"Remember the night that we came home? You were an innocent
one, you were." [said Herr.]
"Get along! Such a time ago l forget." Well she remembered.
(710)
And this realisation enables her to assume a new being, that is, an enlightened
woman with a voice of her own. Such a change is noticeable when she reacts to
Herr's patriarchal remark:
"S uch a clout on the ear as you gave me[ .. . ]. But I soon taught
you."
" Oh, don ' t start talking. You 've too much beer. Come to bed ."
(711)

It is clear that Frau is no longer that submissive wife who obeys without
questioning the demands of her husband. She also comes to be critical of other
women, who take on role selves as self-sacrificing mothers and wives when Frau
undresses in the dark:
"Always the same," she said-"all over the world the same; but,
God in heaven- but stupid."

(711)

This scene is highly symbolic. From her remarks, one may conclude that she is
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not just removing her clothes but she is also removing the '· masks," or
performative selves, that she has been dutifully put on in the past.
She comes to see the stupidity in performing these duties assigned to her as
a mother and wife for she has not been recognised as a person but just a
subordinate to her husband. Instead of living a life of devotion, self-sacrifice, and
sociability, Frau decides to play an active part in life, seeking intellectual growth
and happiness, as symbolised by her effacement of the unpleasant experience of
the wedding and her self-preserving posture adopted in front of the alluded
patriarchal violence: "Then even the memory of the wedding faded quite. She lay
down on the bed and put her arm across her face like a child who expected to be
hurt as Herr Brechenmacher lurched in" (711 ).
Frau Brechenmacher's awakening from her unreserved devotion to fulfilling
maternal responsibilities and wifely expectations in this instance of alienation
illustrates Mansfield's critique of trapping women in the immanent role of mother,
without leaving space and time for women to examine themselves. Solitude, in the
form of alienated moments, acts as a catalyst to facilitate Frau's realisation of her
immanent conditions. Such alienation creates a mental space that prompts her to
rethink and react to such conditions, leading her to gain a heightened sense of self,
despite continuing with her quotidian mode of life.
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The Girl of Intellect Finding Her Own Space and Self in "Kezia and Tui"
(1916)

While Mansfield stresses on Frau's self-enlightenment in "Frau
Brechenmacher Attends a Wedding," she focuses on Kezia's self-assertion and
quest for autonomy in "Kezia and Tui." The text is based on Mansfield's
experience in the 1900s and foregrounds the surrogate of her childhood friend,
Maata Mahupuku, or Martha Grace, a beautiful Maori girl whose "forebears were
Maori chiefs" (Tomalin 15). Like some of Mansfield's early stories in the L900s,
this short story emphasises a "close association between the girls and the vital
natural world" (Dunbar 90). lt depicts the importance of nature as a space for
personal growth or becoming. The visit of Mrs Bead and her daughter prompts
Kezia to assert her subjectivity and autonomy. By being and reflecting in nature
alone amidst the chaos caused by gender politics in the family and divergent
values of life from peers, Kezia finds nature as a source of consolation when she
is preoccupied or feels distressed because of her father's tease about her
"[b ]ottlenose" (80). She is "furious with rage," "detest[ s] him," and "wish[ es] he
was dead" (80). But she admits the fact that singing the song abundant with the
imagery of "forest" and "pine-trees," or looking "out through the big bare
windows to the wattle trees," or seeing their "gold tassels nodding in the sunny air"
often makes her "feel quite calm" (80-81 ).
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Kezia finds comfort and consolation in the "garden" where she feels close to
her grandmother and nature (81 ). It is in such moments alone with Mrs Fairfield
that Kezia begins to ruminate on the importance of affirming her transcendence
and preference:

'[hate that man and l won't pretend. But because you ' re more- [ ... ]
more valuable than he is, I won ' t behave like that again-not unless I
absolutely feel J can ' t help it, Grannie[ ... ]. See? '
' [can't make you do what you don't want to, Kezia,' [ ... ]
' No,[ . .. ]. Nobody can, can they? Otherwise it wouldn ' t be any
good wanting anything for your own self-would it? [ .. . ]

(81)

Kezia shows in her conversation with Mrs Fairfield that she is a girl of intellect,
who knows her likings clearly and is willing to discipline herself for the person
she treasures. She also finds it crucial to stand firm on her preferences, to be
herself, and refuses to follow others' views by compromising her own desires.
Kezia 's visit at the Beads shows Kezia how different she is as a young girl.
Mrs Bead and her daughter, Tui are both Maori by descent. They embrace a set of
aspirations, ideals, and values that are distinct from that of Kezia and the Burnells:

'I believe in girls thinking about their appearance. Tui could do a lot
with herself if she Iiked.'
'Well , she doesn ' t think about anything else, do you, Tui? '
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' No, darling,' Tui smiled.
'Well, why should she? remarked Mrs Bead easily. 'She's not like
you , Kezia. She hasn't got any brain for books, but she's real smart in
making up complexion mixtures and she keeps her feet as neat as her
hands.'
'When 1 grow up,' said Tu i, 'I mean to be a terri-fic beauty.
Mother 's going to take me to Sydney when l ' m sixteen- but I mean
to be the rage if [die for it. And then I' m going to marry a rich
Englishman and have five little boys with beautiful blue eyes( ... ].
What a pity you couldn' t come too, Kezia.'

(83)

The Beads are presented as beings-in-itself or conventional women of the time
who were eager to climb the social ladder by marrying a Pakeha, or non-Maori.
They represent women with bad faith, lacking individuality and a life of their own.
Quite different from the Beads, Kezia aspires for a life of becoming, freedom ,
transcendence, and self-reliance. She is a lover of nature, and she is determined to
stay true to her own preference:
Grannie and l are going to live by ourselves when I grow up, and I'm
going to make money out of flowers and vegetables and bees.

(83)

Kezia's vision of her ideal life illustrates that nature and her grandmother are the
place and person she Iikes and values (81) and she is prepared to take charge of
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her own life. Kezia 's view of happiness and self-realisation is radically different
from Tui's, who wants to be rich, to " travel all over the world," and to have
" perfect clothes" (83).
Solitude provides Kezia with a moment of her own to explore her being-for
-itself and to develop her subjectivity and autonomy. It is a chance of spiritual
reflection which enlightens Kezia, showing her clearly the kinds of life she prefers.
Kezia decides that her happiness ought to be unaffected by depressing affliction.
For instance, "she knew her Father was there [in the house]. But she did not care"
(85). She resolves to "forget what [she doesn ' t] like" (85), like her father's
ridicule of her nose (80) .
Kezia 's solitary contemplation in nature allows her to shape her attitude or
approach to life :
All over the sky there were little stars and the garden with its
white flowers looked as though it were steeped in milk.
' What a lovely thing night is,' thought Kezia.

'r wish I could stay

out here and watch it. ' She bent her face over the spicy arum Ii lies and
could not have enough of their scent.

(85)

She decides that she "shall remember just [that] moment," and "always remember
what [she] like[ s]" (85). It is clear from this scene that Kezia prefers nature to
culture and the society with its values represented by the Beads. Her love of
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nature gives her inner strength, making her yearn for spontaneity and simplicity in
life as opposed to the Beads ' affection and sophistication. Her solitary moment in
nature allows Kezia to sort things out, to see clearly her own preference and
position, which she will stand firm on as her beliefs and likes. It is also clear to
her when she is alone in nature that she is not going to let people like her father's
or the Beads' values, attitude, or judgement affect her being-for-itself. She
chooses to be happy, to live a life quite different from people of society for it is in
nature and solitude that she finds freedom , beauty, harmony, peace, solace, and
acceptance.

The Suburban Woman Searching for Self in "Prelude" (1918)
Similarly, Mansfield's "Prelude" is a text that centers on the "'flowering of
realisation'" in women's private life (Daly 56). It is a significant text in
Mansfield's corpus of works as it embodies Mansfield's " own version of the

Bildungsroman, one that traces change[ ... ] within one day" and among the
women of the Burnell family (Parkin-Gounelas 152). The aunt, Beryl Fairfield
stands out among other women of the Burnells for her incessant questioning of
her approaches to happiness, self, and a fruitful life. Beryl always envisions
moments of romance when she is alone :
She shut her eyes a moment, [ ... ] in the garden a young man,
dark and slender, with mocking eyes, tip-toed among the bushes,
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and gathered th e flowers into a big bouquet, and slipped under her
window and held it up to her. She saw herse lf bending forward.
[ ... ] She turned from the window and dropped her nightgown over
her head. [ ... ]
" How frightfully unreasonable Stanle y is sometimes"[ ... ] ah,

(22)

if onl y she had money of her own.

She is aware that she has reached the age of nubility and ought to play the role of
an attractive, feminine woman in order to marry well:
Standing in a pool of moonlight Beryl Fairfield undressed
herself. She was tired, but she pretended to be more tired than she
really was-letting her clothes fall, pushing back with a languid
gesture her warm, heavy hair.[ ... ]
A young man, immensely rich, has just arrived from England.
He meets her quite by chance .. .. The new governor is unmarried
.. .. There is a ball at Government house .... Who is that exquisite
creature in eau-de-nil satin? Beryl Fairfield ....

(22)

But when she is alone at night when there is no need for her to perform the role of
a popular and attractive woman, she gets a chance to rethink about women's
approaches to happiness . Beryl realises that her anxiety of finding a dependable
and rich partner would be resolved if she has financial independence, or some
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'·money of her own " (22). She takes advantage of the nocturnal mom ents to
re-imagine alternative contingencies that allow her to take charge of her own life.
When she is by herself, Beryl also reveal s her aversion of moving to the
suburbia and her frustration of depending on me n. She expresses her
dissatisfaction with her brother-in-law 's move to the suburb when she writes to
her friend , Nan Pym:
We have actually left the giddy whirl of town, and l can ' t see
how we shall ever go back again, for my brother-in-law has
bought this house 'lock, stock and barrel,' to use his own words.
In a way, of course, it is an awful relief, for he has been
threatening to take a place in the country ever since I' ve lived
with them [ ... ]

(55)

But she knows clearly that she cannot alter the decision as she does not have
" money of her own" (22). Her " economic oppression" constitutes her " social
oppression" (de Beauvoir 63) as Beryl does not have the rights to decide where
she wants to live (55). She sees this as a form of spiritual burial and
discontentment which prevent her from living a fulfilling life :
But buried, my dear. Buried isn't the word.
We have got neighbours, but they are only farmers-big louts of
boys who seem to be milking all day, and two dreadful females with
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rabbit teeth who brought us some scones when we were moving[ ... ].
But my sister who lives a mile away doesn ' t know a soul here, so lam
sure we never shall. It's pretty certain nobody will ever come out from
town to see us, because though there is a bus it 's an awful old rattling
thing with black leather sides that any decent person would rather die
than ride in for six miles.
Such is life. It's sad ending for poor little B. I' ll get to be a most
awful frump in a year or two ...

(55-56)

It is clear that Beryl detests the change of life from the city to the suburbia when
she articulates her critique of "big louts of boys who seem to be milking all day"
and the "dreadful females with rabbit teeth" (55-56). She is frustrated over the
relocation from the trendy and cultured city life to the uneventful and banal
provincial life. She conceives the threat of becoming "a most awful frump in a
year or two" (56). Through Beryl , Mansfield alludes to the ways women suffered
from "'suburban neurosis"' in early twentieth-century Britain due to their
reluctance to move to the suburbia and their distaste towards provincial life and
culture (Hayward 42). Beryl embodies the "suburban neurotic" with her
" economic insecurity, cultural limitation, and social isolation'' (Hayward 43) and
she can only get a chance to voice out her despondency in her moments of
solitude.
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Mansfield 's story reveal s th e cult of suburbanisation in the early twentiethcentury England brought about by advancement in transportation. Richard Dennis
exp Iicates such socio-historical change:
In British suburbs[ ... ], even among the middle classes, owned their
own homes, and it was not until the inter-war years that owneroccupation became the predominant tenure of new suburbanities. [ ... ]
the suburb embodied modernity culturally and technologically, but
also economically.

( 182-83)

Some historians, such as Rhodri Hayward, are critical of this change for it affects
women as suburban housewives, mothers, and children:
a newly emergent form of psychiatric illness, a " suburban neurosis"
that afflicted isolated young wives in the dormitory estates which had
been built across England after the First World War[ ... ]. The
suburban neurotic was a victim of economic insecurity, cultural
limitation, and social isolation.

(42-43)

One discerns that early twentieth-century England was challenged by
drastic socio-political, cultural and intellectual changes, which have led to a
general sense of isolation , anomie, or alienation among people, especially women,
who started to reexamine their roles in family and society and their existence. For
instance, Beryl meditates on her state of being and becomes aware of her false
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self~

or being-for-others, that she is expected to ass ume in front of others:
Oh , God, there she was, back again , playing the same old game.
False- false as ever. False as when she ' d written to Nan Pym. False
even when she was alone with herself, now. [ . . . ]
" I am so miserable-so miserable .. . l' m never my real self for a
moment. " [ .. . ]
How despicable! Despicable! Her heart was cold with rage. " It's
marvellous how you keep it up," said she to the false self[ ... ]. If she
had been happy and leading her own life, her false life would cease to
be.

(58-59)

When she is alone in her own room, she reflects on "her false self," her "acting,"
and gender performance (59). She questions her performative self, criticises her
affected existence and reveals her desire to develop a self characterised by
authenticity and integrity:
She saw the real Beryl-a shadow[ ... ] a shadow. Faint and
unsubstantial she shone. What was there of her except the radiance?
And for what tiny moments she was really she. Beryl could almost
(59)

remember every one of them.
In such "tiny moments," Beryl registers her predicament and expresses her

anxious quest for a " rich and mysterious and good" life (59) while she is fully
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aware of the gender norms within which she is expected to perform:
I know that I' m silly and spiteful and vain ; I'm always acting a part
[ ... ]. A11d plainly, plainly, she saw her false self running up and down
the stairs, laughing a special trilling laugh if they had visitors,
standing under the lamp if a man came to dinners, so that he should
see the light on her hair, pouting and pretending to be a little girl when
she was asked to play the guitar. Why? She even kept it up for
Stanley's benefit. Only last night when he was reading the paper her
false self had stood beside him and leaned against his shoulder on
purpose. Hadn't she put her hand over his, pointing out something so
that he could see how white her hand was beside his brown one.

(58-59)

In such instances such as realising she is "always acting a part," seeing her "false
self," and acknowledging the fact that she has "kept [her false self] up for Stanley,"
her brother-in-law's sake, Beryl sees solitude as the necessary space to unmask
her multiple role selves, allowing her to see what she is like behind her masks.
What should be noted here is that Mansfield also portrays Beryl as a woman
who has internalised gender norms or bad faith as a being-in-itself, as shown in
her yearnings for partners, in her romantic fantasies , and her admiration of her
body in private:
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She leaned her arms a long and looked at her pale shadow in it. How
beautiful she looked , but there was nobody to see, nobod y.
"Why must you suffer so?" said th e face in the mirror. " You were
not made for suffering . .. Smile!"
Beryl smiled, and really her smile was so adorable that she smiled
again- but this time because she could not help it.

(40)

[t 's a weary world. Of course mother simply loves the place, but
then [suppose when [am mother 's age r shall be content to sit in the
sun and shell peas into a basin . But I'm not- not-not.

(56)

By being self-conscious of her own beauty and moaning there is ''nobody to see,"
because she has moved to the remote suburbs, Beryl embodies the attributes or
attitude of many young women who have internalised the gender norm of seeing
marriage as the sole purpose and destination for women in society. Beryl is seen
as a woman caught at the crossroads between living her own life and following
her mother 's wish of staying in the suburb to "shell peas into a basin" (56). Here
is the outcry of a woman who feels that she is wasted away by staying un-noticed
in a provincial town. One of the reasons for her distaste of the provincial culture is
that it is not a place where she can find partners with good prospects . But Beryl
has no choice but be a compliant daughter when her mother prefers the suburban
life. When the world has retired, Beryl begins to come to life, as she is no longer
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required to exhibit her performative self before the world. T he quiet night offers
her a moment, an opportunity, to relate to her inner being and to experience
spiritual transcendence. Beryl represents the frustration of those women Ii ving in
the suburbia where women experience a sense of isolation, and spiritual and social
entrapment with its compelling social expectation of women to marry.
In her moments of solitude, she shows her desire to live a richer 1ife of her
own and to be her own true self:
"Life is rich and mysterious and good , and I am rich and mysterious
and good, too." Shall I ever be that Beryl for ever? Shall l? How can I?
And was there ever a time when [did not have a false self?

(59)

Beryl's negotiation between her desired independent self and false performative
self in nocturnal solitude acts as the "occasional discontinuity" of the storyline to
accentuate the "groundlessness" of gender identity (Butler, Gender Trouble 192).
Her shift between her public performative self and her private desire to be true to
her self and live an integrated life puts solitude as the "seam" that exposes the
intervals of gender performativity and its stylised repetitions as chances for early
twentieth-century women to negotiate for their real self (Butler, Gender Trouble

192).
A Single Woman Introspecting the Self at Night in "At the Bay" (1922)

In " At the Bay," solitude is presented as the arena for Beryl to confront
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herself. Beryl poses questions such as " [w]hy does one feel so different at night?"
and "what is this queer sensation that you're a conspirator?" (241). It is at ni ght
that she engages herself in an internal monologue :
Late-it is very late! And yet every moment you feel more and more
wakeful , as though you were slowly, almost with every breath, waking
up in to a new, wonderful , far more thrilling and exciting world than
the day Iight one. [ ... ]
You ' re not very fond of your room by day. You never think about
it. You're in and out, the door opens and slams, the cupboard creaks.
You sit down on the side of your bed, change your shoes and dash out
again. [ ... ] But now-it's suddenly dear to you. It's a darling little
funny room. It's yours. Oh, what a joy it is to own things! Mine- my
(241)

own!

It is clear that Beryl's self-awareness heightens when she is alone at night. The

contrast between day and night is presented here as a contrast between Beryl 's
day-time performative self, being-for-others or being-in-itself, and her night-time
reflective self, or being-for-itself. Such introspection at night reveals her desire for
autonomy and a private space of her own , where she can be sheltered from public
scrutiny and relieved from all forms of obligations and responsibilities.
In spite of her yearning for an authentic self and autonomy, Beryl is
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influenced by the conventional view or romantic ideal toward love and marriage,
and mistakes a love relationship for a solution to her fru stration:
it's as though , in the silence, somebody called yo ur name, and you
heard your name for the first time. " Beryl! "
"Yes, I' m here. I' m Beryl. Who wants me?"
" Beryl! "
"Let me come."
It is lonely living by oneself. Of course, there are relations,
friends , heaps of them; but that 's not what she means. She wants
someone who will find the Beryl they none of them know, who will
expect her to be that Beryl always. She wants a lover.

(242)

Beryl's yearning for a lover who would accept her as she is reveals her desire to
be free and to develop her being-for-itself. It also implies that she is tired of
assuming multiple role selves with their gender performance to gain full
acceptance by others, especially her lover. Beryl is uncertain about the means to
transcendence and relies on a lover to save her from her confining relational roles
(242). Such dependence is bad faith , according to Mansfield for it substantiates
what de Beauvoir observes:
the temptation to flee freedom and to make [her]self into a thing: it is
a pernicious path because the individual, passive, alienated, and lost,
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is prey to a foreign will , cut off from his transcendence, robbed of all
worth. But it is an easy path: the anguish and stress of authentically
assumed existence are thus avoided.

(I 0)

Her mistake of relying on a lover to save her from a life of performativity shows
her moral blindness and limitation by linking her self and happiness to a man , or
an external force. She fails to see that she does not need a man to complete her, to
live a happy and fulfilled life.
Beryl 's desire for selfhood and outcry for independence are epitomised by
her lonely moments at night, against a backdrop of stillness and silence. The
"sound of the sea" and the " vague murmur" signify her vague sense of an inner
voice, a new self in the shaping (245). By illustrating solitude as a backdrop of
silence, Mansfield foregrounds the emerging female self in the form of a faint
voice and "a dark dream" (245). Mansfield tactfully exhibits her watchfulness of
observing the "voices of things we don't expect to have voice" (Smith, Ali xxii).
When Beryl is lured out by Harry Kember late at night, her romantic vision is
disenchanted by his "bright, blind, terrifying smile" and profanity:
His smile was something she'd never seen before. Was he drunk?
That bright, blind, terrifying smile froze her with horror. What was she
doing? How had she got here? The stern garden asked her as the gate
pushed open, and quick as a cat Harry Kember came through and
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snatched her to him.
"Cold little devil! Cold little devil! " said the hateful voice.
But Beryl was strong. She slipped, ducked, wrenched free.

(244)

" You are vile, vile," said she.

Beryl is disenchanted because she sees her mistake in depending on a man for her
happiness and assuming being-for-others. She comes to see the indifference of
nature to her desires as well as the folly of her romantic dream . She comes to
register this faint voice that she cannot ignore for it symbolises her inner voice,
her aspirations, her outcry for acceptance, for recognition, and fulfillment:
In that moment of darkness the sea sounded deep, troubled. Then the
cloud sailed away, and the sound of the sea was a vague murmur, as
though it waked out of a dark dream.

(245)

This scene is highly symbolic for the "moment of darkness," alienation, and
bewilderment points to Beryl 's moment of enlightenment. Her romantic fantasy of
relying on a man to change her destiny in the form of "the cloud", which has
overshadowed her vision has "sailed away." Instead, in the "sea" of life, which is
"deep" and "troubled," comes a " vague murmur," an awakening, and her own
inner voice, which signifies the birth of her subjectivity.
Beryl's preference for a room of her own , for seclusion, and for being
accepted by being herself illustrates Mansfield's emphasis on the importance of
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privacy and solitude for s ing le women . Moments o f ali enati o n and meditation are
highli ghted , because they point to her disillusionment of ge ndered fallacy, and her
desire and decision to live out her own destiny.

A Wife Unmasking Her Performative Self in "All Serene!" (1923)
Mansfield's treatment of women unmasking their gendered selves are again
presented in a pair of sweet-ta lking and mocking couple in "All Serene! " Mona is
first presented as a woman married for "three years" with " servants" and children
of her own (473 , 476), but her married life is filled with pretenses, undercurrents,
and bad faith. She confronts the fa<;ade of bliss with irony, suspicion, mocked
ignorance, and tolerance. For instance, the truth underneath their sweet talk during
breakfast is highlighted:
He was pretending he didn't know what she meant, and yet of course
he did know. He was pretending to be feeling " Here she is- trust a
woman-all already for a passionate love scene over the breakfast
table at nine o ' clock in the morning. " But she wasn't deceived. She
knew he felt just the same as she did. That amused tolerance, that
mock despair was part of the ways of men- no more.

(473)

Despite Mona 's awareness of the pretension behind their sweet talk, she performs
in accordance with her immanence as a wife by addressing her husband as
" [d]arl ing," " love," and " dear" (4 73).
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But her rese ntm ent of the falsehood of her marriage un vei Is when she
deploys irony in her speech such as " you look awfully well" (473), " [l]ife 's
arranged badly for. peo pl e like you and me" (475-76), and " [t]he sealing-wax and
the funny writing- much more like a

woman~,

than a man 's" (emphasis added)

(475). As a woman who has internalised gender norms or bad faith by pretending
to live in marital bli ss, Mona finds it difficult to tolerate the affairs alluded to in
the epistles of her husband (474-75). She struggles to live up to the gendered ideal
of an understanding wife, keeping herself away from the business of her husband.
But there are also moments when she is alone that she sinks into deep thoughts
and reflection when her husband is off for work (476-77). lt is in those solitary
moments that she gains a clearer sense of her relationship with her husband, who
is perceived as a "stranger," a "dearest friend," a " lover," a "playmate," and
sometimes a "very perfect father" (4 76-77). Mona also gets to see the difference
between being-in-itsel f and being-for-others during such reflective moments when
she is alone. She is able to take a closer look at her mundane life in such private
moments and finds it hard to admit the fact that hers is an unloving marriage that
does not live up to the ideal of marital bliss. Even in solitude, she attempts to
deceive herself with the idea or the bad faith of having a "wonderful" life or
"happiness":

It was never less wonderful , never. It was even more wonderful if
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anything,[ ... ]
ft was like a stage setting with the curtain still down. She had no
right to be there, and as she thought that a queer little chill caught her;
it seemed so extraordinary that anything, even a chair, should turn

(477)

away from, should not respond to her happiness.

However, Mona is also reminded of her old self and past life before marriage in
such moments:
" So this is my husband, so this is the stranger who walked across
the lawn that afternoon swinging his tennis racket and bowed, rolling
up his shirt-sleeves.[ ... ] And here is where we live. Here is his
room- and here is our hall." She seemed to be showing their house
and him to her other self, the self she had been before she had met him.
Deeply admiring, almost awed by so much happiness, that other self

(476-77)

looked on ...

The juxtaposition of Mona 's pre-marriage and post-marriage lives shows the
discrepancy between a woman's expectation of marriage and the reality of a
married life.
Mona appears as the alienated Other to her husband when a sense of
uncanniness surfaces after she unmasks her performative self or nihilates her
being-in-itself in solitude at home. Her choice of words such as "seemed,"
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''[p]erhaps," and "could have'· shows her doubt and uncertainty towards her self
and marriage:
Perhaps at that moment she was proud of him as a mother is proud ;
she could have blessed him before he went his way. Instead she stood
in the porch thinking, " There he goes. The man I've married. The
stranger who came across the lawn."

(477)

It is through such moments of reflection in private that Mona gains a deeper

understanding of her relation to her husband and herself, resulting in her
acknowledgement of falsehood and bad faith in her immanence and her
relationship. The frustration , disappointment, anguish, and denial derived from her
marriage are reflected in Mona's false and forced happy expression after playing
the piano,
[h]er lips parted in such a happy- dreadfully unsympathetic smile that
she felt quite ashamed.

(477)

Mona's agony is revealed when she plays the piano and sings: "See, love, I bring
thee flowers/ To charm thy pain!"' and experiences "breathless" joy and "exulting"
thri II in her voice when she sings the word, "pain" (4 77).
Surrounded by the uncanny serenity and her realisation of her loveless
marriage, Mona feels revolted, alienated and uneasy at home:
How fantastic he looked, like a pierrot, like a mask, with those dark
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eyebrows, liquid eyes and the brush of fresh colour on his
cheek-bones above the lather! [ ... ]
[S]he turned round on the piano stool facing the room. How
different it looked in the morning, how severe and remote. The grey
chairs with the fuchsia-coloured cushions, the black and gold carpet,
the bright green silk curtains might have belonged to anybody.

"J don ' t like this room in the morning, J don ' t like it at all," she
decided, and she ran upstairs to finish dressing.

(476-77)

She detests her "home," but she cannot change her situation. She chooses to retire
to conformity, which presents itself through the imagery of the "big, shadowy
bedroom" and the "starry petunias" (4 77), which signify " resentment" and "anger"
(Connolly 156). Mona 's situation at the end of the story reveals Mansfield 's
criticism of women who hold onto their performative roles in their stale marriages,
trying to live up to the ideal of marriage which is often considered as the destiny
of women. Mona abhors the serenity at home for it is so stifling for the individual
human spirit and yet she does not dare to challenge it. She has traded her freedom
and self for serenity and security out of a lack of courage to assert her self.
However, her epiphanic experience of seeing the true nature of her marriage in
solitude offers her an opportunity to re-examine her self in marriage and marks the
beginning of change when Mona makes choices that lead her to a more fulfilling
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life away from despair, anguish, and despondency.
Meanings of Solitude in Mansfield's Stories
Through an array of women who seek reflection or consolation or peace in
solitude discussed earlier, Mansfield grants glimpses of solitude as self-isolation,
space, self-alienation, nocturnal juncture, stillness, and isolation. While
high Iighting the emerging selves of women in these texts, Mansfield points out the
danger of subverting one's self as the Other and its detrimental effect on the self if
one internalises and conforms to gender norms. A close look at women portrayed
by Mansfield shows that they often lack courage and resources to realise their
desires, quests, or dreams of autonomy, to develop their authentic selves and to
achieve inner peace, or self-integrity. But Mansfield emphasises the need to
commit to the quest for the female self in life (Journal of Katherine Mansfield
205). She posits women in diurnal settings that serve as the arena for them to
better understand their desires and needs. She does this by dramatising the
suffering of unfulfilled Iiv es of her women characters. Her concern for women's
spiritual transcendence reveals her desire to grant women subject positions in
early twentieth-century British writings. Her stories mark the starting point for
women to examine or to re-define themselves in private, and to seek a life of their
own. Standing at the crossroads between the traditional and the modern,
Mansfield's women characters demonstrate the kinds of problems they face as
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they quest for selfuood and fulfilment in life.
As seen in Mansfie ld's short stories, women constantly readjust their selves,
and adapt themselves to vicissitudes by undergoing shaping or re-shaping. Such
view on self reveals the influence of the notion of the Romantic self on her.
William Wordsworth 's emphasis on the " spots of time" recollected from
transcendental memory, childhood reminiscence, and nature in Prelude is a source
of inspiration for Mansfi e ld. Adopting the Romantic view of self for her own
purpose, Mansfield presents the female self as fluid , and " maintain[ s] harmony
with the unstable world through a 'constantly renewal mobility of character'"
(Pater 113). This is especially true with early twentieth-century women who found
themselves in need of a self that they can call their own as opposed to their
performative role selves, or beings-for-others defined by gender performativity in
the early twentieth century. Mansfield 's awakened women are noticed for their
heightened sense of subjectivity and "fragmented" or "fluid" state of selves
(Smith , Ali xvii) .
Mansfield 's treatment of self and solitude in her works are influential in the
early twentieth-century literary coteries in Britain , affecting her contemporaries
such as Virginia Woolf, who shared a similar interest in the subject and expounded
on the inter-relationship between self and solitude in her own writings.
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Chapter Three
Women's Self in Solitude and Moments of Being in Virginia Woolf's

. Night and Day, Orlando, and To the Lighthouse
While Mansfield's characters often experience illuminating glimpses of
their being-for-itself and discover that the lives they live are quite unauthentic in
the sense that they do not feel fulfilled and real (Hormasji 97, 137), Woolf's
narrative calls readers ' attention to the importance of women's education of selves,
or women artists' individuation . Mansfield and Woolf echo and understand each
other owing to their friendship and intellectual exchanges (Alpers, The Life of

Katherine Mansfield 256). Under this influence, they adopted similar techniques
and shared common concerns which become the pivotal features of their writings.
Angela Smith highlights their close bond in her study:
[the] influence on Woolf of her relationship with Mansfield is evident
not only from the ways in which she [recorded] their meetings, but
also from the major shift in her fiction at the time when she [was] in
regular contact with Mansfield and her work.

(156)

Woolf once discussed the shaping of female self in solitude with Mansfield, and
found that they both shared an understanding on the subject. On 31st May, 1920,
Woolf recorded a meeting with Mansfield when they discussed Night and Day

( 1919) in relation to solitude:
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And then we talked about solitude, & I found her expressing my
feelings, as 1 never heard them expressed. Whereupon we fell into step,
& as usual , talked as easily as though 8 months were minutes.

(The Diary of Virginia Woolf II 44)
This incident clearly shows Mansfield and Woolf's shared interest in women 's
solitude (Lee, Virginia Woo(f396). Woolf further wrote about Mansfield's
appreciation of Night and Day and their common concern towards writing:
Well but Night & Day? I said, though I hadn't meant to speak of it.
' An amazing achievement' she said. Why, we've not had such a
thing since l don 't know when-,
But I thought you didn ' t like it?

(The Diary of Virginia Woolf Il 44-5)
Katherine Mansfield 's changed opinion towards Night and Day is emphasised in
the note of this diary entry. She had reviewed Night and Day unfavourably in the

Athenaeum of 26 November 1919 and had written to her husband, John Middleton
Murry in a letter on 10 November 1919, that "'I don't like it. My private opinion
is that it is a 1ie in the soul ' (The Diary of Virginia Woolf Il 44-5)." Hence
Mansfield's converted view on the novel as an "amazing achievement"
subsequently led Woolf to recognise their similar temperament and literary
outlook:
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Then she said she could pass an examination in it. Would I come
& talk about it- lunch-so I' m going to lunch; but what does her
reviewing mean then?----0r is she emotional with me? Anyhow, once
more as keenly as ever I feel a common certain understanding between
us- a queer sense of being ' like ' -not only about literature- & l
think it's independent gratified vanity. l can talk straight out to her.

(The Diary of Virginia Woolf II 44-5)
The "common certain understanding" and the "queer sense of being ' like "'
between Woolf and Mansfield "not only about literature" show their common
interest in the shaping of the female self in solitude, or in the development of the
being-for-itself and the nihilation of being-in-itself.
In the discussion between Mansfield and Woolf, it is clear that they shared
the view on the importance of women's epiphany in alienation, isolation,
seclusion, and reclusion (Lee, Virginia Woo!f396). Woolf found the idea of
epiphany, or "exceptional moments" especially intriguing:
for no reasons that I know about, there was a sudden violent shock;
something happened so violently that I have remembered it all my
life .. .
[E]xceptional moments . .. .I had made a discovery. I felt that I had
put away in my mind something that I should go back [to], to turn
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over and explore.( ... ] I only know that many of these exceptional
moments brought with them a peculiar horror and a physical collapse;
[ ... ] it is a token of some real thing behind appearances;[ . .. ]
Lt is left out in almost all biographies and autobiographies, [ ... ]

(Moments of Being 71-3)
Woolf saw the "exceptional moments" as central to women's experiences in the
early twentieth century. Her emphasis on "moments" of Iife or experience echoes
that of Mansfield, who was also interested in examining the "selected moments of
being, or epiphanies" in her short stories (Sellei 110). One may note that both
writers were eager to break from the conventional form of Edwardian fiction that
tends to call for " full creation of[ ... ] individual characters," and give readers "a
vast sense of thing in general; but a very vague one of things in particular" ("Mr
Bennett and Mrs Brown" 32, 34). They turn to search for a form that would
accommodate women 's experience of the self or the being. Woolf chooses the
stream-of-consciousness technique, which is more " stylistic [and] language
oriented" than Mansfield's way of representation (Sellei 110), to capture the
essence of such moments .
Woolf places her characters in various kinds of solitary states as
preconditions for their self-reflection and self-discovery. This has been the case
since her debut novel, The Voyage Out (1915), which has caught the attention of
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other modernist writers and critics (Majumdar and Mclaurin 54). But Woolf's
characterisation of reclusive, self-alienated, and solitary women as a kind of
response to Mansfield's exploration of female self in her short stories has not yet
received much attention from critics.
Similar to Mansfield, Woolf was interested in the shaping of female selves
in solitude. Her contemplation on solitude spanned from 1908 to 1926,
interconnecting her contemplation on city, and her conversation with Mansfield
and Thomas Hardy (Lee, Virginia Woo(f241 , 396, 539). In a letter to Clive Bell on
26 1h December, 1909, for example, Woolf considered her "solitary walks" in
London as an opportunity for conducting dialogue with her self (The Letters of

Virginia Woolf I 416). She revealed her view of seeing sauntering in the city as a
chance to communicate with her inner self and feelings:
Alone, she read herself into 'the middle of a world' , like ' shutting the
doors of a Cathedral ' (The Letters of Virginia Woolf I 573, 416, 558,
453). She took long solitary walks, in all weathers , talking to herself
and reciting, 'very lively in my head' , and coming close to the edge of
behaving like a 'scandalous ' eccentric' (The Letters of Virginia Woolf I
(Lee, Virginia Woolf 241)

513, 416).

Woolf's love for the city and its "in-between-ness" is closely related to her
treatment of women's shaping of self in solitude. She often uses modern objects
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and vista such as windows and streets as important symbol s because '·windows"
often mark "transitions," while "streets" provide "emotional and social
topography" (Raitt, Night and Day xx ii). Woolf believes that it is in this state of
solitude that women can escape from the confinement of domestic I ives that tend
to hinder their personal growth and individual development. Women 's reflection
about their selves and lives in solitude offers them a chance for spiritual
revitalisation or transcendence. Woolf often considers strolling in the city streets
as an opportunity to shape a person's subjectivity as one discerns in her essays her
pleasure in escaping from her household chores by taking walks in the streets
("Street Haunting: A London Adventure" 187). It was in such walks that she
encountered multitude of vista and sensations that shaped her self as the persona
narrated in " Street Haunting: A London Adventure" ( 1927):
ls the true self this which stands on the pavement in January, or that
which bends over the balcony in June? Am l here, or am I there? Or is
the true self neither this nor that, neither here nor there, but something
so varied and wandering that it is only when we give the rein to its
wishes and let it takes its way unimpeded that we are indeed ourselves?
Circumstances compel unity; for convenience ' sake a man must be a
(182)

whole.

It is clear from these writings that Woolf ponders over the nature of the self as a
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physical being or a metaphysical construct, and considers followin g one 's free
will , instinct, and desires as means to realise one 's self. To Woolf, the quest for
self is essential for women to achieve " unity" or wholeness when being true to
oneself reconci !es the performative self and the core self, thus making it possible
for one to live a life of integrity.

Solitude and the Woolfian Moments of Being
Woolf is interested in exploring the being of women in solitary moments in

Night and Day (1919), Orlando (1928), and To the Lighthouse (1927). She renders
the fragmented selves of the women characters in these texts a moment of
epiphany through which they can escape temporarily from gender binarism ,
being-for-others, and prejudice, and gain a clearer sense of their aspirations in
lives without impediment, anguish, or bad faith. Woolf believes that the being-foritself unveils itself when one is free from the confinement of socio-cultural norms
in "How Should One Read a Book?":
The other side of the mind is now exposed-the dark side that comes
uppermost in solitude, not the light side that shows in company. (260)
It is clear that Woolf is fully aware of the performative nature of the daytime

relational self, the social being, who is expected to comply with the gender, social,
moral and domestic norms. And it is only when one is alone, that the dark self, the
private being comes alive, providing the woman with a moment of freedom,
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relaxation and peace.
However, immersing solely in solitude or in one 's private world can easily
lead to " loneliness, and despair" (Naremore 243). What Woolf ascertains is a state
in which she can privately ruminate upon aspirations and problems without
disturbance and at the same time registering the outer reality (Naremore 243).
Woolf acknowledges the importance of solitude as well as society in
" Montaigne":
let us return thanks to Nature for her bounty by using every one of the
senses she has given us[ ... ]. Every season is likeable, and wet days
and fine,[ ... ] company and solitude. [ .. . ]the most common actions-a
walk, a talk, solitude in one 's own orchard--can be enhanced and lit
up by the association of the mind. Beauty is everywhere[ ... ] (65-66)
She registers both society and solitude as parts of the beauty in quotidian life,
which confirms her belief that being true to one 's self does not necessarily mean
total negation of or isolation from society.
As imparted in her memoir, Moments of Being, Woolf sees the self as fluid
and multiple, consisting of being and non-being, and it is the site where dualities
meet (70-72). For instance, she believes that the self is where the past enriches the
present (14), the external situations and relationships transform the internal
"responsive personality" ( 14), and the feminine traits meet the masculine ones
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(Naremore 245) . Woolf's view on self represents her harmonising "vision of unity"
(Naremore 244), in which the self merges with the outer reality without losing its
subjectivity:
Into each of these lives one could penetrate a little way, far enough to
give oneself the illusion that one is not tethered to a single mind but
can put on briefly for a few minutes the bodies and minds of others .
One could become a washer-woman, a publican, a street singer. And
what greater delight and wonder can there be than to leave the straight
lines of personality and deviate into those footpaths that lead beneath
brambles and thick tree trunks into the heart of the forest where live
those wild beasts, our fellow men?

("Street Haunting" 187)

It is clear that Woolf finds such unity and harmony with the outer reality a

great "delight and wonder" as it allows the person to experience the alternative
wonders of other lives while preserving one's subjectivity. Conversely, Woolf also
believes the revelation of order "behind the cotton wool" embedded in the
oblivious everyday lives in moments of epiphanies (Moments of Being 72). Woolf
deems such moments embedded in non-conscious lives, as being-in-itself, which
she explicates in her diary entry of 2nd August, 1926:
111

Life-say 4 days out of 7- becomes automatic; but on the 5 day a
bead of sensation [ .. . ] forms , wh[ich] is all the fuller & more sensitive
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because of the automatic customary unconscious days on either side.

(The Diary of Virginia Woolf 111 I 05)
Woolf views the experience of moments of being, the " bead of sensation" in
quotidian life as the "strongest pleasure known to" her (Moments of Being 73).
When she experiences such moments of being, she feels a sense of sublimation
and happiness, allowing her to see the beauty of reality through such a process of
discovery, revelations, or epiphanies:
It is the rapture[ ... ] I might call a philosophy[ ... ] it is a constant idea
of mine; that behind the cotton wool is hidden a pattern; that we- 1
mean all human beings-are connected with this; that the whole world
is a work of art; that we are parts of the work of art. Hamlet or a
Beethoven quartet is the truth about this vast mass that we call the
world. But there is no Shakespeare, there is no Beethoven; certainly
and emphatically there is no God; we are the words; we are the music;
we are the thing itself. And r see this when I have a shock.[ ... ]
It proves that one's life is not confined to one's body and what one
says and does; one is living all the time in relation to certain
background rods or conceptions.

(Moments of Being 72- 73)

The "background rods or conceptions" refer to the socio-cultural background of
an epoch, its conventions and ideologies that shape the self (Moments of Being 73).
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Hence it is such solitary experiences that allow the person to perceive truth in
reality in private moments .
It should be emphasised that early twentieth-century women seldom

experienced these moments of being although these moments are revealing,
harmonising, and illuminating because they could scarcely spare time to
contemplate upon themselves as their socio-moral obligations and demands for
repeating gender performance preoccupied most of their time. For instance, the
"older women [were expected to] firmly [root] at home" to manage the family
finances (Roberts 233) . Housewives were also expected to do "more and more
housework to achieve ever-increasing standards of household maintenance and
cleanliness," to care for "growing numbers of possessions," and to "spend more
time with their children" (Roberts 233). Married women were also obliged to
work as the society increasingly believed so (Roberts 125). As a result, women
often found it difficult to find or experience such sublimal and transcendental
moments except when they were free from their socio-moral obligations. Solitude
is thus the precondition that allows women to capture both non-being and
moments of being. That is her attempt in Night and Day (Moments of Being 70).

An Aristocratic Woman Realising Autonomy, Dreams, and Self-Integrity in
Night and Day (1919)
The writing of Night and Day is the starting point for Woolf to scrutinise the
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'·life of the mind" (de Gay 65), women 's epiphanic experience and existence, and
to present social critique on gender, literary, political , and ontolog ical issues that
she would further develop in her later works such as

Jacob ~·

Room ( 1922),

"Modern Fiction" (1925), Mrs Dalfoway ( 1925), and To the Lighthouse ( l 927).

Night and Day is also a modernist semi-autobiographical novel (Briggs 45) in
which Woolf examines the politics of fact/ vision-society/ solitude, intellect/
intuition , day/ night, marriage/ love, and how the past comes to terms with the
present (Kelley 34).
Despite the extensive research done on Woolf and her works, current studies
still tend to neglect the thematic politics Woolf explores in Night and Day (E llis
41-42). Steve Ellis is observant that Night and Day is an important work that
critics have neglected , especially regarding its influence on some of Woolf's
writings in the 1920s (41-42). Although the novel shows Woolf's effort on
reclaiming literary heritage, it is modernist in the sense that its redundant form
"reflects the pointless and repetitive quality of its upper-class heroine 's
conventional daily round" (Lee, The Novels of Virginia Woolf 58). The novel also
focuses on the emotions and thoughts of the characters, and presents a critique on
nineteenth-century culture and institutions.
In Night and Day, the protagonist, Katharine Hilbery, was born to an
aristocratic Victorian family and was obliged to collaborate with her mother in
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writing a biography on her grandfather ( 14-15), Richard Alard yce, who was also
one of the greatest poets of the nineteenth century (57). For Katharine, this is a
family assignment because she is not a fan of literature that often presents a
"romantic" view of life (30 I). In her case, she understands that her assignment is
to glorify the life of her grandfather through the biography, but its nature of
mixing fictionality with factuality does not correspond to her aspiration of seeking
authenticity, transcendence, and being true to herself: "one never would like to be
anyone else" (14). She finds neither the fictionality of literature nor the factuality
of marriage appealing, but the latter is perceived as her way to freedom and
escape from tradition and the past-encumbered house:
why I'm marrying [William] is, partly, I admit- I 'm being quite
honest with you, and you mustn' t tell anyone-partly because I want
to get married. I want to have a house of my own. It isn't possible at
home. [ . . .]I have to be there always.[ ... ] You wouldn ' t be happy
either, if you didn ' t do something. It isn ' t that I haven ' t the time at

(200-1)

home-it's the atmosphere.

While Katharine subconsciously yearns for being-for-itself and freedom, she is
troubled by her gendered self and her sense of inferiority complex, which prompts
her to settle for "mediocre success" by seeking her so-called autonomy through
marriage (de Beauvoir 738-39). She agrees to engage with William, a mediocre
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poet and dramati st who mistakes his admiration for Katharine 's family
background for love. It is apparent that Katharine's engage ment with William
involves no love but illusion , bad faith , and socio-moral obligations: " I believe I
should give William all he wants" (Night and Day 20 I) . Her "silent" and
contemplative character can thus be seen as a compromise of being true to herself
and her fulfillment of being a submissive daughter and a fiancee who acts in
accord with gender norms (41 ).
Katharine 's moments of isolation enables her to combat the gendering
process and facticity imposed on her. It gives her a breathing space, a break from
her social life with her relatives and family friends. She finds engendering ideas
suffocating especially during tea time:
' Marriage,' said Mrs Hilbery, [ . .. ]'T always say marriage is a
school. And you don't get the prizes unless you go to school. Charlotte
has won all the prizes,'
'Aunt Charlotte was saying that it's no good being married unless
you submit to your husband,' said Katharine, [tried not to appear as]
old-fashioned.[ ... ]
' Well, I really don't advise a woman who wants to have things her
own to get married,' [Lady Otway] said. [ .. .]
' But if you can give way to your husband ,' [Mrs Hilbery] speaking
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[ .. . ] 'a happy marriage is the happie st thing in the wo rld .'

(218-19)

Katharine does not share the " romance" ·o r bad faith of the women around her
(30 l) although she once tries to deceive herself that she can perform to satisfy
William like these women even when she does not love him (223). But
Katharine 's rationality and reflective character prompt herself to seek moments to
" be alone" and to " think out in quiet" when she is "sick to death of these
discussions" (307-8).
Despite Katharine's indifference to literature, which tends to perpetuate or
reinforce gender norms, she enjoys reading those texts that enlighten her or show
her a direction in her search for being-for-itself. That explains why she prefers the
writings of Ralph Waldo Emerson ( 1803-82), the "American philosopher, essayist,
champion of individualism and author of[ ... ] ' Self-Reliance"' (Night and Day
537-538, n47). She also reads "Isabella and the Pot of Basil," a long narrative
poem by John Keats (109) for she finds the poem revealing and relevant to her
situation. As evidenced in Suzanne Raitt's note of the text:
[The poem] is based on a story by Boccaccio, which tells the story of
Isabella, who conceals the head of her lover, murdered by her brothers,
in a pot of basil. The implication is that Katharine's family, like
Isabella's, are forcing her to marry against her own inclinations, and
condemning her to a life of regret and despair.
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(540, n109)

Katharine selects and reads Iiterature to enlighten herse lf and to defy gender
norms and to acquire insights of autonomy. She thinks out in quiet moments and
attempts to re-define herself and to achieve her being-for-itself, freedom, " her
wildest dreams" and desires (42).
Instead of writing and immersing herself in literature, Katharine likes to
dream , reflect, and explore mathematics and astronomy in isolation at night:
When she was rid of the pretence of paper and pen , phrasemaking and biography, she turned her attention in a more legitimate
direction, though, strangely enough, she would rather have confessed
her wildest dreams of hurricane and prairie than the fact that, upstairs,
alone in her room, she rose early in the morning or sat up late at night
to ... work at mathematics[ .. . ]. It was only at ni ght[ ... ]
Perhaps the unwomanly nature of the science made her
instinctively wish to conceal her love of it. But the more profound
reason was that in her mind mathematics were directly opposed to
literature. She would not have cared to confess how infinitely she
preferred the exactitude, the star-like impersonality, of figures to the
confusion, agitation, and vagueness of the finest prose. There was
something a little unseemly in thus opposing the tradition of her
(42)

family[ .. . ]
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She finds happiness by immersing herself in the world of mathematics and
astronomy at night because such an unwomanly interest gives her a sense of
tranquility (20 I). Katharine enjoys the space acquired from isolation to immerse
in astronomy and mathematics or to contemplate on her daytime life at night

(Night and Day 42) . Astronomy and mathematics represent the inner yearnings,
the nocturnal realms of her dual self, as indicated in the title, Night and Day.
These interests in science and logic also represent her quests for life, love, and
autonomy in isolation and correspond to the aspect of her inner self, her dream of
becoming one 's own master, as reflected in the novel's working-title, Dreams and

Realities (Whitworth 151). The isolated space also allows Katharine to revolt
against the gender norms and socio-moral obligations, and her facticity
intensifies:
It's life that matters, nothing but life-the process of discovering-the
everlasting and perpetual process, not the discovery itself at all.
(132, 138)
Such words from Dostoyevsky's The Idiot enlighten Katharine when she " passed
under the archway, and entered into the wide space of King's Bench Walk" (541,
n 138, 138). The quietude of the night provides a space for her, to alienate herself
from society to reflect in solitude. She comes to understand that the meaning of
life lies not in achieving her goals but in her incessant attempt to live a fulfilling
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life . She wants to " assert [her]self" (56), to live "a life of her own" (284) , and to
resolve her problems in an "eccentric" way not with "traditional answers" (328) .
However, Katharine can merely ruminate between her socialising with
relatives and family friends who impose gender norms and bad faith on her in
daytime (219) and her inner inkling to pursue her interests that is considered
socially as "unwomanly" and thus " unseemly" (42). Literature thus represents
socio-moral obligations to Katharine, who refuses to comply with her being-forothers as a dutiful daughter. But it is difficult for her to share her "unwomanly"
and "dreadfully ugly" interests in mathematics and astronomy with her women
acquaintances and family as she is aware that logics and science are the exclusive
domains of the erudite men of her time (508).
Viewed in this light, Katharine embodies Woolf's experimentation of the
dichotomy of dream and reality. It is apparent from the novel that Woolf clearly
prefers night/ dream to day/ reality because the former offers her mental space and
quiet moment to better understand her self, needs, dreams and desires (Ellis 26).
Katharine's attempt to unify, or harmonise dichotomous propositions such as the
higher realm of dream , "vision" (Night and Day 510) and the everyday world of
society and "the hours of work" (Night and Day 129; Ellis 26) is a direct
reflection of Woolf's concern about the tensions between women's inner or
private lives and their social duties at the time. The rational and intellectual
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Katharine Hilbery achieves a sense of harm o ny and unity by marryin g the
emotional, sensitive, and intuitive Ralph Denham, who complements her
"deficiencies" in Night and Day . Katharine a lso contempl ates on autonom y and
the importance of living with se lf-awareness when she is in isolation in Mary
Datchet 's room:
The whole aspect of the place started another train of thought and
struck her as enviabl y free ; in such a room one could work- one
could have a life of one's own .

(284)

She contemplates on her life and tries to better understand her self in relation to
others . Her contemplation allows her to see how her life has been preoccupied by
being-for-others, devotion to preserving her family heritage, and writing the
biography on her grandfather. Katharine 's diurnal being-for-others reflects the
idealised and servile nature of women's lives in the nineteenth-century
(Maccarthy 83-4) when most women were confined by gender norms and were
gendered.
As Katharine spends most of her time showing visitors the house that her
grandfather used to live in (Night and Day 386), she takes it as her familial
responsibility (14-15) that does not involve her self and mind. Whether or not she
can enjoy her solitude while at the same time engage in social obligations and
duties troubles Katharine. As Bernard Blackstone observes,
10 I

Many of Woolf's novels ponder the theme of compatibility or
incompatibility of solitude and society. Can one really live with other
people, and still be oneself, free to live, free to develop? The question
haunts ... Katharine Hilbery [ ... ]

(28)

In isolation, Katharine expresses her "true feeling" and is determined to follow the
"truth of what she herself felt-a frail beam " among the "chaos of the unfeelings
or half-feelings of life" that perplex her (Night and Day 328-29). [n these
"moments of being," she understands that the key to construct her self
"eccentric[ally]" lies in being true to her desires and emotions (328): "Her
blindness in the case of [William] Rodney, her attempt to match his true feeling
with her false feeling, was a failure never to be sufficiently condemned" (329). Tn
defining herself who is true to her will, she also realises the need to "reject, accept,
resign , or lay down" her life "at the bidding of traditional authority" (328), and
ceases to resort to the "traditional answers" or consults the "book of wisdom" of
her mother, and "many uncles and aunts" (327). Furthermore, it is in such isolated
moments of epiphany that Katharine gains courage in asserting her transcendence
and freedom:
her thinking was the conviction that. .. no risk was too great [ ... ] far
from making any rules for herself or others, she would let difficulties
accumulate unsolved, situations widen their jaws unsatiated, while she
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maintained a position of absolute and fearles s independence. So she
could best serve the people who loved.

(330)

She takes advantage of the time and freedom in isolation to question the "disparity
between the thought and the action , between the life of solitude and the life of
society" and the soul, which is "active" in day time but is "contemplative" at night
(356). Instead of marrying William in accordance with her familial expectation,
Katharine comes to see that she ought to reject him and offers her cousin,
Cassandra, the chance to marry William as both of them share the Victorian values
of marriage (478). By thinking and reflecting in quiet, Katharine sees that
expressing and following her true and "independent" feelings "fearless[ly]" is
crucial and that it is worth risking her reputation and astounding others.
Katharine's quest for love, life, and autonomy in isolation reveals Woolf's
emphasis on women's reflectivity and desire for happiness to eradicate moral
blindness, prioritise options in life, and consolidate an individualistic outlook of
life distinctly different from traditional views. By highlighting Katharine's double
selves in night-time and day-time, Woolf contrasts the disparity between the desire
for transcendence and women's desire to be in charge of their lives on the one
hand, and immanence in the form of gender performativity and women's being-for
-others on the other.
As seen in Night and Day, women's lives were transformed by
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modernisation and the drastic socio-cultural changes. The early twentieth century
was a turbulent time in England when major political shifts took place. For
instance, John Mepham finds the early twentieth century "a time of violently
clashing and fiercely assertive public discourses , of fascism and communism, in
which modern writers could have no faith " (53). However, early twentieth-century
was also a time of opportunities for women of various classes, as seen in
Katharine, who is from the elitist class, and Mary Datchet, who comes from the
middle class. Writers present early twentieth-century women 's quest for
independence, fulfillment, and mobility by portraying women taking up vocations.
Alun Howkins observes:
As man joined up in both rural and urban areas new opportunities
opened up for country girls, especially in urban areas and country
towns where work had not only been considered 'unsuitable' before
the war but also where most trades had been closed to women [ ... ].
From at least the 1890s there had been attempts to encourage middleclass women into the "lighter braches of agriculture," especially
horticulture, dairying and pou ltry keeping[ .. .]

(30-31)

Not only the lower- and middle-class women benefited from such opportunities
during wartime, the upper-class women also relished the independence and
freedom brought about by working, according to David Cannadine:
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Joan Poynder, [wife of first Baron A ltrincham and daughter of first
Baron Islington,] told Thea Thompson in the 1970s that she had "a
passion for independence[ ... ] [she] knew that [she] wasn ' t going to
get much in the pre-war days except through marriage[ .. . ]. But
luckily [she] got it immediately by pretending [she] was much older
(I 0)

and going in for nursing."
Opportunities to work during the wartime have offered upper class women

unprecedented liberty beyond their confining household and social decorum. Its
impact was most significant, as remarked by Howkins, "[as] with the middle and
the working class it was the young women of the elite who saw most change
during the war" (33) .
Katharine Hilbery 's ability to reconcile the contrastive Victorian values of
her household and the modern outlook towards love, profession, and obligations
to family and to oneself in moments of alienation, privacy, and seclusion shows
her success in emerging as a young woman with self-integrity and her ability to
overcome the divide between the alienated relationships and difficulties of
communication characteristic of modern women.
Woolf presents another aspect of self-fashioning in Orlando (1928), in
which Orlando represents an androgynous woman fulfilling her quest for love, life,
and self through time-traveling across more than three centuries:
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Orlando was a man till the age of thirty; when he became a woman
and has remained so ever since.

(Orf ando 134)

In reclusion and alienation , Orlando reflects upon human relationships and
ruminates on the rigid boundaries of gender identity while living a life oscillating
between solitude and society.

An Androgynous Woman Questing Self and Love in Orlando (1928)
Woolf often associates solitude with nature, revealing the influence of
Romantic literature on her writing:
Virginia Woolf's work presents itself[ ... ] as a study of inner life of
individuals as they exist, first of all, in solitude, and then in society;
and as a counterpointing of these aspects. Solitude is a constant theme,
the native air breathed by her characters when they are most
themselves[ ... ]. And since even solitude must have a locus, since one
can't be alone without finding somewhere to be alone, her heroes and
heroines enjoy their solitariness[ ... ] among what William
Wordsworth called the beautiful and permanent forms of nature.
(Blackstone 27-28)
Woolf adopts the Romantic emphasis on nature and meditation in her writings like
the approach employed by Katherine Mansfield. For instance, Mansfield adopts
Wordsworth's concept of "tranquility recollected with emotion" (Alpers, The Life
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of Katherine Mamfield 246) in The Prelude ( 1850) when she portrays th e
conflicting se lves of " Innocence" through Kez ia, "Experience" with Mrs Fa irfield,
and Beryl's "false experience" in "Prelude" ( l 9 l 8).
Orlando travels for more than three centuries, but his/ her "natural
androgyny" or core self does not change, despite the change in gender identity
( 133 ; Lee, The Novels of Virginia Woolf 149):
he/ she is always sulky, beautiful, clumsy, impetuous, devoted to
nature and solitude and ' afflicted with a love of literature '. It is by this
means that Virginia Woolf emphasizes Orlando 's natural androgyny:
she is the same character whether she is a man or a woman, and it is
evident from the first Iine of the book that Orlando 's man/ womanly
characteristics overlap.

(Lee, The Novels of Virginia Woolf 149)

Woolf deploys Orlando 's androgyny to criticise the rigid gendering of the
nineteenth century, when Orlando found it difficult to adapt to " the spirit of her
age" (253) or socio-cultural norms. Orlando, however, has mastered the tactics to
overcome the subordination of women under gender norms. She realises that she
can perform consciously according to the socio-cultural mores and facticity to
" pass [the] examination" (253). At the same time, she can continue to express her
self by writing her poem "The Oak Tree" (254) and sustain her association with
her family house, where her personal and family history lies.
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Orlando's cross-dressing allows her to acquire pl easures of life and multipl e
experiences of play ing both sexes through gend er performance (2 l l ). She is,
nevertheless, very clear-headed that the " (c] lo th es are but a symbol of something
hid deep beneath it"- her se lf ( 180). She presents her natural, androgynous self
through bi-gender performance:
For it was this mixture in her of man and woman[ ... ]. The curious of
her own sex would argue, for example, if Orlando was a woman, how
did she never take more than ten minutes to dress? [ ... ]And then they
would say, [ .. . ] she has none of the formality of a man, or a man's
love of power. She is excessively tender-hearted. [ ... ] Yet again, [ ... ]
she detested household matters [ ... ]. She could drink with the best and
liked games of hazard . [ ... ] She would burst into tears on slight
(181-82)

provocation [.,,]

Orlando's gendered performance is the effect of the "heterosexual matrix," where
the designation of the " grid of cultural in tel ligibi 1ity through which bodies,
genders, and desires are naturalized" (Butler, Gender Trouble 208). She is aware
of gender norms and takes advantage of the mores to assume her gender identity
and transcendence. By doing this, she also gets to enjoy the experience available
to the corresponding sex by clothing herself with masculine or feminine costumes

(Orlando 180-81 ). She understands that clothing is nothing but artifact that
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showcases one 's gender while concealing the androgynous core :
Different though the sexes are, they intermix. In every human being a
vacillation from one sex to the other takes place, and often it is only
the clothes that keep the male or female likeness, while underneath the
sex is the very opposite of what it is above.

(181)

The word "vacillation" articu Iates the unstable, fluid nature of the se If, while
"likeness" pinpoints the fact that gender is merely a social construct or appearance
instead of the biological reality.
Orlando faces frustration with society repeatedly as she finds there is "no
real happiness, no real wit, no real profundity" in it ( 191 ), thus the despondency
further reinforces her preference for reclusion:

'I don't care if I never meet another soul as long as I live' cried
Orlando, bursting into tears. Lovers she had in plenty, but life, which
is, after all , of some importance in its way, escaped her. ' ls this ', she
asked-but there was none to answer, ' is this ', she finished her
sentence all the same, 'what people call life?'

(187)

The vanity, illusions, and meaninglessness of society disappoint her but it also
provokes her intense desire to question the meaning of Iife (l 85). Her frustrating
experience among the gregarious society also leads her to develop a sense of
distaste towards the mob when she proclaims "'I don't care ifl never meet
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another soul as long as I live,'" (l87) or " [ have done with men" (92-93).
Although Orlando disguises her sex with masculine and feminine costumes
(211 ), and confronts "illusions" repeatedly (167, 191 ), her reflection in isolation
allows her to stay clear-headed that she is questing for "Life, a lover" (178). In
this regard, she identifies more with a woman and enjoys the pleasures available
to the sex:
'Better is it', she thought, 'to be clothed with poverty and ignorance,
which are the dark garments of the female sex; better to leave the rule
and discipline of the world to others; better be quit of martial ambition,
the love of power, and all the other manly desires if so one can more
fully enjoy the most exalted raptures known to the human spirit, which
are ' , she said aloud , as her habit was when deeply moved,
'contemplation, solitude, love.'

(153-4)

Despite acknowledging the "dark garments,'' or subordinate status of women in
her time, Orlando sees the advantage of becoming a woman for the carefreeness
available to the sex. Instead of engaging in the mundane and perennial power
struggles and intrigue that are typical of men, she prefers to render herself in "the
most exalted raptures" of solitary contemplation, and enjoys the pleasures of
"Love, Friendship, Poetry" (140).
Orlando fuses her love for literature and nature with her preference for
II 0

reclusion by writing the poem, "The Oak Tree" (140). She commits herself to
poetry-writing as it interests her; and the poem, which represents her voice and
love for English literature, has become part of her being-for-itself:
She had formed here in solitude ... a spirit capable of resistance. 'I will
write,'[ ... ] 'what I enjoy writing'[ ... ] for all her travels and
adventures and profound thinkings and turnings this way and that, she
was only in process of fabrication. Change was incessant, and change
perhaps would never cease.

(168)

Her "spirit capable of resistance" developed in solitude assures her to freely
express herself through writing. Her poem signifies her self in expression for it
embodies her critical and resistant spirit against the subjugating socio-moral
mores, her realisation gained from her travels and thinkings, and her love for
literature. The process of completing the poem registers her self in "incessant"
shaping (Butler, "Performative Acts and Gender Constitution" 131-32), fluid, and
bears multitude of variations before its fabrication being temporarily completed
(293-97).
Although Orlando knows the tactics of gender performance from the
Renaissance to the twentieth century, she finds the spirit of the nineteenth century
"antipathic to her in the extreme" due to its confining gender norms (233). She
feels that her "second finger of the left hand" experiences agitation for she has not
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''y ield[ed] completely and submissive ly to the spirit of the age, and take a husba nd"
(232). But she is sober th at she quests for "L ife! A Lover," but not " Life! A
Husband!" (233). She makes effort to find a lover, but it turns out that she meets
him in an unexpected way:
she saw a man on horseback. He started. The horse stopped.
' Madam ,' the man cried, leaping to th e gro und , ' you're hurt! '
Tm dead , sir! ' she replied.
A few minutes later, they became engaged.

(239)

She quests for a lover, but she is not aware of the serendipity of love. In her
relationship with her lover, Marmaduke Bonthrop Shelmerdine, Orlando still sees
reclusion as a condition to acquire freedom in order to preserve her self or
transcendence (247). Her incessant quests for life, love, and self were fulfilled in
1928, when she arrived at London.
Orlando accomplishes her search for self by relating the past to her present,
winning the lawsuit on the inheritance for her family house as a woman, and
getting her poem published in 1928. She also comes to understand the meaning in
life when she takes carpe diem as "the art of life"- " to live in present consciously,
so that "the present will neither [be] a violent disruption nor completely forgotten
in the past" (291 ). She accepts her multitude of selves, but she is also determined
to achieve her being-for-itself:
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For she had a great variety of selves to call upon[ ... ]
[T]he one she needed most keep aloof... the conscious self, which
is uppermost, and has the power to desire, wishes to be nothing but
one self. This is what some people call the true self, and it is, they say,
compact of all the selves we have it in us to be; commanded and
looked up by the Captain

self~

the Key self, which amalgamates and

controls them all. Orlando was certainly seeking this self[ ... ]

(294-96)
With its independent position to desire, to assert itself, and to stay free, the true
self unites and commands her multiple selves.
But Orlando's quest for self is incomplete despite the fact that she has
finished her poem, found a lover, and realised the need to live constantly in
present. Her multiple selves prompt her to examine life in retrospect when she is
riding a motor car to her family house:
"What then? Who then?" she said. "Thirty-six; in a motor car; a
woman. Yes, but a million other things as well. A snob am I? The
garter in the hall? The leopards? My ancestors? Proud of them? Yes!
Greedy, luxurious, vicious? Am I? (here a new self came in). Don't
care a damn if I am. Truthful? I think so. [ ... ]
The internal monologue of Orlando shows that the shaping of the self is a
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(296)

continuum. She sees clearly the shaping of her self or selves in intent moments of
alienation. As she arrived at her family house, her true self "now came over her"
when she passed through the lodge gates" of her house (299), which signifies her
lifetime with its temporal allusion of having "three hundred and sixty-five
bedrooms" (104). This shows that Orlando's "single self," her "real self'' (299)
lies in "her relationship with her house and with her writing" that manifests her
subjectivity through her love for nature and literature (Lee, The Novels of Virginia

Woolf 153).
fn the novel, Orlando traverses more than three centuries to quest for love,

life, and self while experiencing the frustrations of facticity as well as the
complexity of love affairs and the gregarious society (177, 296). During those
times of despondency, he finds solace and insights in reclusive reflection and
nature:
But Orlando, all the same, went on thinking. He had indeed much
to think of. For when he tore the parchment across, he tore, in one
rending, the scrolloping, emblazoned scroll which he had made out in
his own favour in the solitude of his room appointing himself[ ... ]. He
may seek the truth and speak it; he alone is free; he alone is truthful ;

(I 00)

he alone is at peace.

Orlando retreats to nature for its provision of liberty and peace to heal his trauma,
ll4

and he contemplates o n art and eternity " in a life of extreme solitude'· (66):
He soon perceived, however, that the battles which Sir Miles and the
rest had waged against armed knights to win a kingdom, were not half
so arduous as this which he now undertook to win immortality against
the English language.

(79)

Reclusion and reflection offer him consolation during his heartbreak for Sasha,
the Russian princess (63-64, 66, 72). Orlando 's love for nature corresponds to
Woolf's perception of solitude in nature and Simone de Beauvoir 's view that
nature is where woman writer would "most intimately reveal her experience and
dreams" (747).
Orlando 's achievement of a harmonised unity of selves and maintenance of
a balance between society and solitude, or relational selves and authentic self,
epitomise Woolf's notion of self and conception of love as human cannot be in
complete solitude as they need one another for consolation (Blackstone 28). Woolf,
however, tends to stress on the importance of one's reclusion, isolation, physical
and mental solitude, as well as alienation as these conditions help her to
understand herself better. Jean Guiguet elucidates the importance of solitude in
relation to the self:
in solitude and silence, [Virginia Woolf! would ponder over herself
while pondering over [the] others, absorbing them into herself while
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constructing and asserting her own personality. [ ... ] she merges into
[the outside world ... ] she needs solitude and silence to avoid total

(64-65)

destruction.

Woolf gains a clearer sense of her self by immersing herself in "solitude and
silence." One sees this in her treatment of Orlando, who retreats into nature and
her family mansion in order to evade the gossips and the hypocrisy of the
gregarious society. Orlando epitomises Woolf's vision of living a life continually
thriving for authenticity, transcendence, and meaning and transgressing
boundaries of geography, history, and gender by resorting to nature, literature, and
self-reflection in solitude.
Woolf also finds meditations help her to sharpen , clarify, or regain her
vision, which counters the gendered criticism from contemporaries. The unique
vision acquired from meditations is important to Woolf as she has long aspired to
be defined by her profession rather than her sex:
I took up the inkpot and flung it at [the Angel of the House]. She died
hard.[ ... ] very genuine experiences of my own.
("Professions for Women" 142, 144)
For this reason, Orlando represents Woolf's ideal state of a woman who succeeds
in attaining her being-for-itself, love, freedom, and a life of her own through
constantly and appropriately situating herself in isolated and alienated meditations
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to clarify and und erstand her des ires and aspirations in re lation to her family and
history.

A Woman Artist Challenging Gender Prejudice and Finding Vision in

To the Lighthouse (1927)
The importance of solitude, or to remain detached or aloof from social
group, is fully developed in To the Lighthouse. The novel is Woolf's autobiographical and solitary meditation on the female self for she examines
traditional and modern definitions of female creativities in the novel. The
traditional emphasis on childbirth and domesticity and the modern view of artistic
creation and independent expression are explored . The novel delineates the
moments of self-awakening of a woman artist, Lily Bri scoe , on an ordinary day.
The focus is on " a solitary woman musing" as outlined by Woolf in her diary
dated 301h October, 1926 (The Diary of Virginia Woolf 111114). The woman artist's
musing on self is considered as most innovative in the earl y twentieth century
(Goldman, The Feminist Aesthetics of Virginia Woolf 169) and Lily Briscoe is
described as a woman to have gone through the rite of passage in her
contemplation upon the structure of her painting (Goodenough 197). Lily's
process of resolving the structural problem of the painting also sheds light on
Woolf's scrutiny of pre-war gendered values:
Lily Briscoe the artist (along with others) dissents from the pre-war,
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marital prospectus pushed by Mrs Ramsay, the housewife, whose
death in the intervening years comes to stand for the passing of those
values.

(Goldman, The Feminist Aesthetics of Virginia Woolf 169)

The novel emphasises Lily 's search for transcendence and artistic vision in
alienation by challenging gender norms.
Woolf presents Mr Ramsay as the representation of patriarchal tyranny,
which engenders and subordinates women. Woolf's characterisation of Mr
Ramsay mirrors her memory of her father, Leslie Stephen. Jean Guiguet remarks
the significance of the paternal authority in To the Lighthouse: "Mr Ramsay is the
father figure which had to be exorcised ; it was his despotism in all its forms , over
mind and heart, that had to be overthrown" (256) . Woolf sees Mr Ramsay and the
gendered values that he represents as part of the socio-cultural construct that
hinders Lily's construction of the self and her search for an aesthetic vision
through painting (Lee, To the Lighthouse xxvi).
Woolf depicts another oppressive figure, Charles Tansley, who declares that
"[ w ]omen can't write, women can't paint" (To the Lighthouse 94 ). In the
holograph of To the Lighthouse , Woolf emphasises the politics between Tansley
and L il y more explicitly. She characterises Lily as a denied artist like Judith
Shakespeare in her feminist essay, A Room of Ones Own ( 1929):
Lily Briscoe remembered that every man has Shakespeare & women
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( 136)

have not. What then could she say?
Woolf also employs Mr Ramsay and Tansley to highlight the critical sociopolitical background and facticity that suppress Lily 's creative talent, which
demands her subjectivity and vision.
Lily is trapped in a position with social identity or performative role

prescribed by the Ramsays and Tansley. She does not desire the prescribed social
and gendered identity nor inherits the domestic values of Mrs Ramsay. She is one
of the forerunners of the suffocated woman artist described in A Room of One's

Own:
That woman, then, who was born with a gift of poetry in the sixteenth
century, was an unhappy woman, a woman at strife against herself. All
the conditions of her life, all her own instincts, were hostile to the
state of mind which is needed to set free whatever is in the brain.

(65-66)
As seen in the novel, solitude and painting are the refuge for Lily to meditate upon
her transcendence, to quest for being-for-itself, to resist gender mores, and to
explore her creativity and vision as a woman painter. She enjoys a moment of
serenity when she is preoccupied by her creative art or when she is in solitude.
Lily's aesthetic inquiry and artistic visions make her stand out in the
Victorian and gendered world of the Ramsays. She is the opposite of Mrs Ramsay,
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who represents traditional feminine aesthetics of creating harmony and order with
philanthropies and domesticities:
more profoundly she ruminated the other problem , of rich and poor,
and the things she saw with her own eyes, weekly, daily, here or in
London, when she visited this widow, or that struggling wife in person
with a bag on her arm [ ... ] in the hope that thus she would cease to be
a private woman whose charity was half a sop to her own indignation
[ . . . ] and become [ .. . ] an investigator, elucidating the social problems.

(13)
[I]n the middle a yellow and purple dish of fruit. What had she
done with it, Mrs. Ramsay wondered [ ... ] made her think of a trophy
fetched from the bottom of the sea [ ... ]

(105-6)

Lily sees Mr Ramsay as an upholder of masculine principles as he is a bitter
philosopher, who preoccupies himself with the questions of fame, knowledge and
class:
the two classes of men[ ... ] the steady goers [and] the genius.[ ... ] he
had . . .the power to repeat every letter of the alphabet from A to Z
accurately in order. Meanwhile, he stuck at Q. [ ... ]And his fame last

(40-41)

how long?

Lily finds herself awkward and gendered among the Ramsays as she remains
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unmarried "at forty-four" and devotes herself to painting (1 63). Lily realises that
Mrs Ramsay considers her strange and " abnormal " since Mrs Ramsay has
internalised gender norms and assumed patriarchal mentality about marriage in
society. The alienation of Lily can be seen when Mrs Ramsay considers her as a
forei gner with " little Chinese" eyes, " puckered-up face " and "would never marry"
(21).
Lily's devotion to painting and her "independent" disposition are dismissed
by Mrs Ramsay as the latter regards marriage as the singular destination and
profession for women:
Lily's picture. Lily's picture! Mrs. Ramsay smiled. [ ... ]she would
never marry; one could not take her painting very seriously; but she
was an independent little creature [ . .. ]

(21)

Mrs Ramsay 's gendered views towards women and profession support Simone de
Beauvoir's observation that gendered people often recognise " some points of
inferiority [in women]-professional incapacity being the predominant one-he
attributes them to nature" (14). Similarly, Lily is seen by both Mrs Ramsay and
Charles Tansley as an inferior artist due to her " nature," her being a woman :
she thought, screwing up her Chinese eyes, and remembering how he
sneered at women, ' can ' t paint, can't write' [ ... ]
Lily and her creativity are not taken seriously by her contemporaries holding
12 l

(99)

traditional values as she does not fit into the conventional ste reo type of women or
artists.
Although Lily faces people 's indifference towards her painting, which is
central to her quest for vision and transcendence, she stru gg les to maintain her
integrity and defends her vi sion :

lt was in that moment's flight between the picture and her canvas that
the demons set on her who often brought her to the verge of tears and
made this passage from conception to work as dreadful as any down a
dark passage for a child . Such she often felt herself- struggling
against terrific odds to maintain her courage; to say: ' But this is what I
see; this is what 1 see', and to clasp some miserable remnant of her
vision to her breast, which a thousand forces did their best to pluck

(23-24)

from her.

The " terrific odds" refer to the gender prejudice that challenges and hinders Lily.
Despite her frustration , she insists on defending her vision with her "clasp" while
she faces the dominating gender prejudice with "a thousand forces." Viewed in
this light, Lily represents a woman painter with a modem sense of the expressive
self and vision of creativity, and her inevitable alienation and struggle in a
gendered society.
As Woolf shows in the novel , it is in such isolated and alienated moments
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that Lily contemplates on and questions her state of being:
[S]he asked herself, scraping her palette of all those mounds of blue
and green which seemed to her like clods with no life in them now, yet
she vowed, she would inspire them, force them to move, flow, do her
bidding tomorrow. How did she differ? What was the spirit in her, the
essential thing,[ ... ] She was like a bird for speed, an arrow for
directness. She was willful; she was commanding[ ... ]

(55)

[S]omething- this scene on the beach for example, this moment of
friendship and liking- which survived, after all these years, complete,
[ ... ] it stayed in the mind almost like a work of art [ ... ]. What is the
meaning of life? That was all-a simple question [ ... ]

(175)

For there are moments when one can neither think nor feel. And if
one can neither think nor feel, she thought, where is one?

(210)

Her philosophical inquiries lead her to examine her "spirit" and being-for-itself,
and to register her willfulness in expressing herself in art, which is her means of
expression and she begins to realise the importance of incorporating lives into art.
She further acknowledges her capacity of thinking and feeling which plays a part
in the shaping of her self. Lily represents Woolf's effort to represent and scrutinise
the "very limited area of experience" pertaining to women's consciousness and
experiences in the early twentieth century (Cox 330).
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Lily's solitary act of painting provides the space and moments for her to
meditate on her experiences and tackle problems. She employs painting as her
"weapon " to defy gender norms and develop a self and a stance as " [painting]
interested her" and " she would always go on painting" (79). She insists on
painting even though Charles Tansley asserts the bad faith that "[w]omen can ' t
paint, women can ' t write" (54). As she paints, Lily finds that she can transcend
her gendered self: The more Lily ponders over her painting in "incessant and
repeated action," the more she is "becoming" a woman artist who is defined by
her vision and creativity (Butler, Gender Trouble 152). Quite different from
traditional women of her time, she sees marriage as "degradation," and decides
that she "need not marry" during her epiphany when she succeeds in resolving the
structural problem of her painting by moving "the tree rather more to the middle"
(11 L). Her determination to become a painter and to express herself through art
defines her as a professional artist. Most importantly, the moments of epiphany
lead to revelations, and offer solutions to her problems and difficulties. Whenever
Lily is in a solitary state, she experiences revelations concerning her painting and
art:
It seemed as if the solution had come to her: she knew now what she

(161)

wanted to do.
And it is also in such a state of intensity that
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she heard some voice say ing she couldn ' t paint, saying she couldn't
create[ ... ]
Then, as if some juice necessary for the lubrication of her faculties
were spontaneously squirted, she began[ . .. ] moving her brush[ . .. ].
Certainly she was losing consciousness of outer things.

(173-74)

It dawns on her on such occasions or moments that she should grasp the moment,
that she should live the moment to its fullest:
The great revelation perhaps never did come. Instead there were little
daily miracles, illumination[ ... ] (as in another sphere Lily herself
tried to make of the moment something permanent)-this was of the
nature of a revelation. [ . .. ] Life stand still here.

(175-76)

She finds many things in the world transient-time passes, lives perish, and
beauty, knowledge and wisdom do not last:
for it was not knowledge but unity that she desired, not inscriptions on
tablets, nothing that could be written in any language known to men,
but intimacy itself, which is knowledge[ ... ]

(57)

Mrs. Ramsay dead; Andrew killed; Prue dead too [ ... ] it was a

(160)

beautiful still day.

In the midst of chaos there was shape; this eternal passing and
flowing (she looked at the clouds going and the leaves shaking) was
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struck into stability. Life stand still here, ( . .. ]

( 176)

She prefers unity or integrity to knowledge (57) ; she prefers feeling and Iife (210)
to fame and glory when she realises the passing of lives, the indifference of nature

( 160) and the transience of worldly vanity (40-41 ). She finds that art is a means to
achieve "stability," allowing her to make out a "shape" in " the midst of chaos"

(176) . ln such moments of epiphany and reflection , Lily comes to realise the
significance of art as the only means to preserve the impermanent permanently,
and order in chaos in the transient world ( 174-76).
Lily also acquires more confidence and courage from painting as she stands
up to Mrs Ramsay's ideological legacy and bad faith of viewing marriage as the
necessary and ultimate destiny for women:
she would move the tree to the middle, and need never marry anybody,
and she had felt an enormous exultation . She had felt, now she could
stand up to Mrs. Ramsay-a tribute to the astonishing power that Mrs.
Ramsay had over one. Do this, she said , and one did it.

(l 91)

Instead of assuming a gendered self, marrying, and internalising Mrs Ramsay's
Victorian ideal of woman, Lily reconciles her gendered self with her inner self
through aesthetics. Through her alienation and meditation, she realises the essence
of Mrs Ramsay's art lies in the everydayness, the ordinariness, and the proximity
to life. Lily hence adapts Mrs Ramsay 's domestic artistry of bringing people
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together in the postwar days and incorporates such visio n into her painting. Such
enlightenment reveals to her the key to the solution of th e structural problem in
her painting and in her search of the artistic vision. Painting for her is more than
an art form because it is also the medium for her to express herself, unhindered by
any engendered language and criticism. When Lily arrives at the lighthouse, her
search is complete:
With a sudden intensity, as if she saw it clear for a second, she drew a
line there, in the centre. lt was done ; it was fini shed. Yes, [ . . . ] I have
had my vision.

(226)

Contrary to Mrs Ramsay 's compliance to socio-moral obligation in the opening of
the story by saying "Yes" to her son, James 's request of going to the lighthouse (7),
Lily achieves her quest for wholeness, integrity and vision by saying "Yes" to her
vision and vocation (226).

To the Lighthouse shows the difficult path a modern woman has to undergo
to achieve a sense of selfhood. Lily 's struggles reveal not just a woman artist's
struggle for recognition but modern women's desire for acceptance and respect. It
is clear from the novel that Lily 's moments of solitude are crucial to her understanding of her self, constructing of her artistic self and completing her aesthetic
vision . It is through art teeming with life that Lily succeeds in bringing art into life
and life into art, which subsequently redeem her and define her as an artist.
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Chapter Four: Conclusion
The Interplay between Solitude and Women's Self
Despite sharing an interest in and understanding of so litude and exploring
woman's quest for the self in their writings, Mansfield and Woolf have chosen
different modes of writing and adopt different perspectives towards the treatment
of women 's construction of self in solitude. Mansfield creates heroines who are
more practical and modest in their approach to the subject of se lf-construction. ln
many instances, they are presented as women having illuminating glimpses of
their emerging selves in moments of solitude. Beryl Fairfie ld 's struggles between
her false se lf and authentic self in " Prelude" is a good example of such women
who are caught between the need of performing their relational roles and living a
life true to their aspirations . Mansfield's exploration of the topic is less assertive
and more of an inquisitive nature quite different from Woolf's treatment of the
subject. The revelations experienced by Mansfield 's heroines are not as dramatic
and transformative as those of Woolf's and most women in Mansfield 's short
stories are more of a passive or timid type when compared to Woolf's assertive
women characters .
The present study shows that Woolf has a more determined sense and a
firmer stance with regard to intellectual and middle-class women's capacity to
reflect, to self-critique, and to be aware of their lack or inadequacy in lives as
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reflected in the texts discussed earlier. This can be discerned from her heroines,
such as Katharine Hilbery in Night and Day and Orlando in Orlando, who are
always introspective and active in pursuing their desires and interests and in
seeking a self that they can call their own. Different from the exploratory nature of
Mansfield , Woolf creates women characters who often resort consciously to
solitude to challenge and reflect upon gender norms, gain a better sense of their
selves, and deploy various means to attain self-realisation.
As evidenced in the present study, the two modernist women writers present
solitude in multiple forms. Solitude is treated as a critical state, a condition, a
private space, an attitude, or a refuge from performativity for educated or
intellectual women in their texts. These women review or re-examine their lives
and selves in moments of alienation, isolation, physical solitude, or psychological
solitude at the early twentieth century when the society was undergoing drastic
changes from traditionality to modernity. It is observed that the treatment of
solitude and self in Virginia Woolf and Katherine Mansfield's writings reveals
their radical departure from their predecessors in the sense that women were seen
to seek solitude actively not for reasons of religious contemplation or devotion,
but for better understanding of their un(der)developed selves. Reflexivity, or
moments of awareness are emphasised or scrutinised in the selected works studied.
Women's self-education is also one of the important concerns in Mansfield's
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''Kezia and Tui " and Woolf's To the Lighthouse.
One also notices that both writers saw discoveries and new inventions at the
turn of the twentieth century as inspirations, and tried to register individuals '
responses to such socio-cultural changes. Beryl Fairfield in " Prelude," Katharine
Hilbery in Night and Day, and Lily Briscoe in To the Lighthouse reflect women's
struggles at the turn of the twentieth century when the fleeting and violent sociopolitical changes such as urbanisation , suburbanisation, World Warf, and
suffragism have unsettled women's lives, leaving them unhappy and unfulfilled as
a result. Katharine Hilbery in Night and Day, for example, represents one of those
women who experienced anomie or a sense of loss and alienation due to such
drastic changes. She rejects the traditional prescription of marriage and profession
designated for women of her class and registers the difficulties in communicating
with others.
Against such sweeping vicissitudes, women's attempts to make sense of
their inner selves or reconcile with the materialistic world in everyday life are
highlighted in their writings. Lily Briscoe is an exemplary character who attempts
to express her artistic vision and incorporate the transient and quotidian lives into
her painting in Woolf's To the Lighthouse.
As Mansfield and Woolf belonged to the educated and intellectual literary
coteries of the Bloomsbury Group in Britain, they share their concern about their
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contemporary women 's struggles against their performative selves. The two
writers have experimented with literary devices and writing techniques to better
accommodate and faithfully record their contemporary women's difficult paths
towards selfhood characterised by various forms of soul-searching, selfconstructing, and life-living processes. Mansfield and Woolf rework traditional
forms of Edwardian fiction by experimenting on the short story form and the
novel form respectively. They also experiment with new ways of characterisation,
nonlinear plotting, inconclusive endings or "unconventional" endings that do not
end with marriage to accommodate the complexity of modern women's lives as in
the cases of '"Prelude" and Orlando. The selected texts in the present study show
how women struggle to follow their own desires, pursue their own passions, and
live a life defined by their aspirations. The feasibility of women to go beyond their
relational roles to explore their selves is the central concern in "Frau
Brechenmacher Attends a Wedding" and Night and Day. Women's psyche and
troubled minds are explored in "All Serene! " and Orlando. Mansfield and Woolf
also examine the construction of female selves and female subjectivity, and the
re-definition of women's identity in "Kezia and Tui ," "Prelude," "At the Bay," and

To the Lighthouse.
Mansfield's short stories are noted for the psychological drama of women
caught at crossroads. They are presented as women in dilemma, finding
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themselves trapped in their conforming traditional gender roles on the one hand
and attempting to develop their selves on the other. It is apparent from the stories
that Mansfield offers no solution to the conundrums of these women as she merely
arrests the solitary moments when women get glimpses of their new or inner
selves. Such approach of presenting women 's " slices of life" is borrowed from
Anton Chekhov, whose works were translated by Mansfield in 1919. "Prelude"
focuses on Beryl Fairfield 's inner struggles between submitting to her duties of
being a docile daughter and sister-in-law, and fighting for financial independence
and autonomy. Being the pioneer of exploring the subject matter of women's
construction of female selves in solitude, Mansfield makes effective use of the
short story form in her study of a wide spectrum of women characters presented in
moments of epiphany and in various forms of solitude. For instance, she depicts
the mother and wife's challenge of subjugating gender norms, which relegate
women to secondary positions in alienated moments in "Frau Brechenmacher
Attends a Wedding." Mansfield also uses of symbolism to represent solitude,
portraying it as silence and stillness in "At the Bay" to foreground Beryl
Fairfield's emerging self. Nature is also used in her representation of solitary
isolation in "Kezia and Tui." For Kezia, solitude is the locale and condition where
she can realise and articulate her likes and assert her of autonomy. Nature offers
her spiritual consolation , while solitary isolation exhibited in the form of nature
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provides Kezia with the chance and private space to reconsider gendered norms ,
to sort her experience out, and to experience spiritual enlightenment.
In the works of Mansfield, solitary isolation is also closely related to
night-time, during which time women like Beryl Fairfield in "Prelude" and "At
the Bay" have a quiet moment of their own , allowing them to unmask their
multiple performative selves or role selves. The night setting and women 's

boudoir, alongside the stream-of-consciousness technique, are Mansfield's writing
strategies that allow her to endow these women voices of their own . Such is the
case of Beryl Fairfield in "Prelude," in which she articulates her frustration of
moving to the suburbia and voices out her desires of living a rich, independent,
and fruitful life (22, 55-56, 59). The nocturnal time is also Mansfield 's refuge or
shelter created for women, allowing them to be relieved temporarily from their
daytime socio-moral obligations. Beryl Fairfield in "At the Bay" represents the
story of a woman who wants to be accepted as she is and yearns for a moment
when she is free from all relational responsibilities.
As seen in the chosen texts, Mansfield portrays seemingly traditional
women in her short stories and features their growth and enlightenment in
moments of solitude when they gain a clearer sense of their relationships with
their spouse, relatives, friends, and themselves. Mona in "All Serene!" is a prime
example revealing her experience at home after her husband left for work when
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she sees clearly the falsehood of her marriage, her self-deceit of happiness, and
her lack of courage to live an independent life of her own . ft is worth noting that
although Mansfield 's women make personal choices to return to their marriage or
family after such fleeting transformative moments, the epiphanic moments
highlighted in their stories suggest the beginning of an enlightened life or a
change in their understanding of their selves .
While Mansfield's works mark the beginning of women's liberation of
minds with an exploratory nature, Virginia Woolf's novels discussed in the present
study can be regarded as manifestos of her beliefs in and advocacy for women's
self-reliance. In the novels of Woolf, the process of searching for a self is
presented alongside women 's quests for privacy, autonomy, love, freedom, and a
life of their own against the indifferent and unsupportive socio-cultural ambience
of the early twentieth century. Night and Day is an exemplary novel for this
reason as it highlights the confining Victorian values that undermine Katharine
Hilbery's desire to live an autonomous and fulfilling life when her interests are
radically different from those of her family.
In comparison, Virginia Woolf treats solitude as a private and alienated
space for women to privilege their inner voice and understand their selves via
external vista and multitude of shaping forces on the city streets. The urban setting
not only reflects the urbanisation of the early twentieth century, but also reveals
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how the changed social milieu had impacted the shaping of women's modern
selves. Katharine Hilbery in Night and Day walks solitarily on the city streets of
London, during which time and space she gains insights into life, love, and
independence. It is through such solitary walks and quietude that she comes to see
the means to unify her seemingly dichotomous selves and understands the
meaning of her situation. Katharine also embodies the modern figure ofjlaneuse
while she acts as the subject, instead of the traditional object, of seeing and
sauntering on city streets. For Katharine, solitude does not only present itself as a
physical space on the streets or in her room where she can immerse herself in her
musing, imagination, or creativity about mathematics and astronomy, but it also
represents a psychological state or condition for her to gain courage to assert her
independence despite her awareness of her socio-moral obligations.
It is interesting to note that Woolf also presents nature as the locale of

solitary isolation, where she probes the ways women's selves are shaped,
transformed, or constructed. For instance, Orlando seeks refuge and consolation in
nature when society and love affairs have let him down. Woolf's endorsement of
the Romantic or modern notion of the self is most clearly seen in Orlando, who
changes sex, has a multitude of selves, and has a core self which is only shaped in
accordance to her commitments to her love for nature, English literature, and her
ownership of the family house. Woolf highlights solitary alienation and isolation
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as critical moments for Orlando to epiphani se or con struct hi s/ her self. Her
affiliation with Mansfield is most prominent here as both show women 's
subjectivity in such transformative moments in solitude. Orlando stands out from
other women characters in this study because Orlando is a groundbreaking text in
which Woolf examines the inner lives and personality of a fictional subject. The
intrusive narration of the protagonist and the biased presentation of events by the
biographer give the novel a special position in Briti sh modernist writings.
Furthermore, solitude is treated as an opportunity for women artists to
express their self and vision through the alternative mode of creativity or aesthetic
expression which is quite different from traditional women 's creativity of
domesticities and childbirth at the turn of the early twentieth century. Lily
Briscoe 's battle with gendered criticism and public slight shows the difficult path
of modern women artists in their desire to be recognised and their search for
professional and aesthetic vision . Briscoe also signifies Woolf's modernist agenda
of presenting psychological reality through stylistic narration, expressing her
concern for modern women's professions, and search for a self at the turn of the
twentieth century. For Briscoe, solitude represents not only a chance to engage
herself in her painting, but also a moment of meditation on or a challenge to the
gender mores of her time. The setting of Briscoe 's epiphany, an ordinary day and
an ordinary mind, also reflects Woolf's commitment to women's quest for
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selfhood and her advocacy for space and voice for women.
Viewed in this light, Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf stand out as
two modernist women writers of the early twentieth century for their reciprocal
influence, shared modernist agenda, and literary experimentation. Their
contrapuntal approaches to the subject of women's selves in solitude reveal
solitude as the transformative and essential element in women's ardent quest for
self, personal space, privacy, and a life of their own as ep itomised in their
treatment of such women characters as Beryl Fairfield in "At the Bay" and
"Prelude," Orlando in Orlando, and Lily Briscoe in To the Lighthouse. These
characters only have a heightened sense of alternative view of self through
moments of solitude, when they come to realise their existing relational or
performative selves are not the totality. It is also in such glimpses of their
engaging selves that these women register their inadequacy in life and desire for a
fulfilled life. Solitude offers these women space and opportunities to reflect, to
re-examine, and to sort out their problems in life. The result is a better
understanding of what they want in life as individuals, as modern women, and
what they aspire to become as women beyond their performative selves.
The writings of Mansfield and Woolf show not only their experimentation
with the fiction form, be it the short story or the novel, but also alternative modes
of life for women who are presented as professionals, enlightened women, or
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women capable of unifying or reconciling their multiple relational selves with
their authentic selves. As evidenced in the present study, the two women writers
explore the notion of self in the context of solitude, which is presented in myriad
forms. For the two writers, solitude represents a space and a state yearned for by
many women who see it not only as a desirable break from their confining
existence characterised by performativity, but also as a reflective and epiphanic
moment that facilitates spiritual transcendence and self-understanding. ft is also a
condition through which women learn about their predicament and initiate change
by registering their individual needs and recognising their selves defined not by
performativity but authenticity and individuality.
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